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DEAR READER,
autotechnician has been on the move over the past six weeks – taking
in trade shows, training workshops, and joining suppliers on the road – a
welcome return to meeting in person and reporting on events developed
to support and inspire an enthusiastic community. Rob reports on his day
spent with Castrol Champion David Roberts from page 48 and provides
highlights from his recent visit to the Classic Car & Restoration Show from
page 67. I join Our Virtual Academy at Brands Hatch during an EV Masters
Roadshow, page 52, and catch up with Ring Automotive’s Alan Povey in his
Workshop Solutions van from page 54.
Training, tools and technology will be the three key areas of interest at
the industry’s brand-new event next month, created by the team behind
Automechanika Birmingham and auto:resource. Technicians and workshop
owners are invited to the Garage & Bodyshop Event at the NEC 8-9 June –
organisers assure us there will be plenty on offer at the event to easily fill
two days but even if you can only manage just the one, the intention is to
send you back to the workshop with a head full of inspired ideas, clutching a
folder full of useful contacts, having learned something new. Come and say
hello to the autotechnician team and the many experts presenting at the
event at the Experts lounge Stand G36. You can find full details of the event
in our preview, which begins on page 32.
Technical features start on page 24, providing practical tips on Gen 2 wheel
bearings and rotating electrics. Contributor Gareth Davies turns sleuth in
his latest article concerning an Audi A4, from page 14, and readers have a
chance to win a transmission filling device & adaptor set from MEYLE on
page 70.
Have a great month and we hope to see you at the NEC 8-9 June!
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BRAKE PADS TESTED BY DVSA FAIL R90 STANDARDS

The DVSA’s Market Surveillance Unit has begun testing the
compliance of OEM and aftermarket braking components
performance and labelling in accordance with UNECE 90
Regulation.

The three brands have been instructed to withdraw the
brake pads from sale until the proper approvals have been
granted. The DVSA will not disclose the three brands while
investigations are still underway.

The DVSA tested eight different brands of aftermarket brake
pads. Using the registration number of a host vehicle, the
compatible components were selected. Each brake pad was
then tested to R90 standards and associated performance
requirements, where there is a tolerance of +/- 15 percent of
the OEM. In performance tests, three out of the eight brake
pad brands were found to be non-compliant, failing to meet
requirements. Approval documents and labelling for the three
failed components were also found to be false.

Mark Field, IAAF Chief Executive, said: “It’s clear that more work
needs to be done on re-educating parts of the market on
the requirements of regulation R90, both for pads and discs,
something which IAAF will look to support the market with
in the coming months. It’s also evident from DVSA that every
business in the supply chain – garages, motor factors, suppliers
– has a responsibility to ensure the parts they sell and fit meet
the regulations for which they were intended.”

BIG NIGHT PLANNED IN FARNBOROUGH TO
CELEBRATE THE BEST IN THE TRADE
The Independent Garage Association (IGA) has
announced that TV personality Mark Durden-Smith will
be hosting the British Independent Garage of the Year
Awards 2022 (BIG Awards), while actor and comedian
Hugh Dennis will be entertaining guests with an after
dinner speech.

INDUSTRY

The awards ceremony, to recognise the best of the
independent garage sector, is taking place on Friday
19 August at Farnborough International Exhibition &
Conference Centre alongside The British Motor Show
2022.
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Mark Durden-Smith is renowned for presenting Sky
Sport’s rugby coverage and has also fronted programmes
including This Morning and I’m a Celebrity Get Me Out of
Here Now. Hugh Dennis is an actor, comedian and writer,
best known for Outnumbered, Not Going Out, Mock the
Week and Radio 4's award winning comedy The Now
Show.
Stuart James, IGA Chief Executive, comments: “It is a
privilege to host an evening that will bring the sector
together after the tough times we have all been through
and to celebrate the key work that independent garages
have undertaken to help keep the country mobile.

“Along with announcing the winners of the highly
sought-after awards, this long-awaited Great British
themed event will be filled with entertainment,
laughter, dining and dancing for an unforgettable night
recognising the great talent in our sector.”
Tickets to The BIG Awards cost £75 + VAT per person,
which includes a drinks reception, three course meal and
a 4-day family ticket to The British Motor Show 2022.
Book online at https://bigawards2022.eventbrite.co.uk
or via telephone on 01788 225 908.

NEW CAR MARKET HAS WEAKEST MONTH SINCE
MARCH 1998
UK new car registrations fell by 14.3% to 243,479 units in March,
according to the latest figures from the Society of Motor
Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT). Despite manufacturers
reporting robust order books during the first quarter, ongoing
supply chain shortages – especially of semiconductors
– continued to squeeze supply during what is normally
the industry’s busiest month as buyers demand the latest
numberplate.
Battery electric vehicles (BEVs) continued to enjoy tremendous
growth, with 39,315 new zero emission cars leaving dealerships
– an increase of 78.7% on last year – and taking a 16.1%
market share. This is the highest volume of BEV registrations
ever recorded in a single month, and means that more were
registered in March 2022 than during the entirety of 2019.
Mike Hawes, SMMT Chief Executive, said, “March is typically
the biggest month of the year for the new car market, so
this performance is deeply disappointing, and lays bare the
challenges ahead. While demand remains robust, this decline

illustrates the severity of the global semiconductor shortage,
as manufacturers strive to deliver the latest, lowest emission
vehicles to eagerly awaiting customers. Placing orders now will
be beneficial for those looking to take advantage of incentives
and lower running costs for electric vehicles, especially as the
Ukraine crisis could affect supply still further. With increasing
household and business costs, government must do all it can
to support consumers so that the growth of electric vehicles
can be sustained, and the UK’s ambitious net zero timetable
delivered.”

REPXPERT ACADEMY LIVE IS BACK
The first REPXPERT Academy Live training day event
to take place since 2020 will take place at the STEAM
Academy at Bridgend College’s new Pencoed campus
on Saturday 21st May, where visitors will be able to
learn about the latest technologies, tools, and product
installation skills from Schaeffler’s REPXPERT team, in four
45-minute training sessions.
Each session is designed to provide workshop owners
and technicians a taster of the complete one or twoday IMI certified training packages available direct and
through its distribution partners, in which it shares useful
tips, tricks, and best practice advice.
Schaeffler will be offering an introduction to LuK Double
Clutch Systems, as well as a Timing Belt Workshop from
Tim Adams. Local garage owner, Hayley Pells of Avia
Autos, is supporting the event, as well as hosting a
training session on ‘Pathway to EV’. Another local garage
owner, Tim Benson, will be the second guest presenter,
with an all-new workshop business masterclass.
Entry to REPXPERT Academy LIVE is free of charge

and includes complimentary breakfast, lunch, and
refreshments throughout. Doors open at 9am and close
around 4pm.
You can register to attend at https://oeparts.typeform.
com/to/lQBeFwsw?typeform-source=www.repxpert.
co.uk.

IS YOUR EQUIPMENT ENGINEER

GEA ACCREDITED?

www.gea.co.uk

GEA ACCREDITED ENGINEER
XX123456
XX123456
XX123456
XX123456
XX123456

The Garage Equipment Association

The Upholders of Industry standards since 1945

For peace of mind always use a
Garage Equipment Association
member.
GEA accredited engineers work to an
industry code of conduct. Your
assurance their skills and knowledge
have been independently assessed.

Ask your engineer for his accreditation card !

INDUSTRY

Name
Company
Discipline
Exp Date
ID Number
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THE TALENT SHORTAGE ADDRESSED AT
AUTOTECH GROUP EVENT

Over 200 people from the automotive industry and education
sector united for Talent Recharge

Over 200 senior leaders from OEMs, dealer groups,
independents and the tyre, paint and body sectors joined
representatives from industry trade bodies and the education
sector at the recent Talent Recharge: ‘How to gain, train and
retain talent’ event, to kickstart the industry’s talent shortage
conversation.
During the event, hosted by Autotech Group at Red Bull MK-7
in Milton Keynes, an interactive poll revealed that 100% of
respondents felt that their business’ current talent strategy
was not fit for purpose. Results revealed that over 75% felt that
recruitment had become even more difficult following the
pandemic, and 45% admitted that the skills shortage had cost
their business over £100k in the last 12 months.
Speakers included former McLaren Formula 1 team mechanic
and broadcaster, Marc ‘Elvis’ Priestley, recruitment advisor and
entrepreneur, James Osborne, and other prominent figures
from other industries who have faced similar skills shortage
challenges. The IMI’s Jim Saker and Joanna Hollingdale
presented the findings from its recent Diversity Task Force
Report and opened up the floor with questions from the
audience on how to implement diversity and inclusivity into
their recruitment strategies.
While the morning focused on the trade, the afternoon
session brought together senior leaders from the automotive
industry with the education sector, specifically people who are
responsible for their college’s automotive offering.

Rebecca Garratty, Recruitment Advisor for Marshall Motor
Group, commented: “It was clear from the day’s discussions
that collaboration is key, and we need to rewrite the narrative
and encourage future generations of the automotive industry.”
Andy Wells, Head of Faculty Engineering, Aerospace and
Automotive at Exeter College, commented, “It was great to hear
the thoughts and commitment to opening the doors to FE and
automotive employer collaboration to link up and solve the
challenges.”

MOTORISTS HOLD OFF ON SERVICING TO
SAVE MONEY

INDUSTRY

A survey of more than 2,000 UK car owners by The Motor
Ombudsman has revealed that 56% of UK car owners
who do not have a service plan in place are considering
either missing (33%) or delaying (23%) their vehicle’s
annual service in 2022 beyond the vehicle manufacturer’s
recommended interval to save money due to the sharp
rise in the cost of living.
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The study revealed that female car owners (57%),
individuals residing in Wales (66%) and 45- to 54-yearolds (64%) emerged as being the least likely to either
get their car serviced at all this year, or to take their car
to a garage on time once they had reached the next
servicing interval based on the mileage completed, or
on the 12-month anniversary since the last check. When
car owners were also asked how else they were planning
to reduce their motoring spend this year, they cited: By
using their vehicle less, walking or cycling to destinations
where they would have previously gone in the car,
driving more efficiently to save fuel, shopping around for
cheaper car insurance, and using public transport more
often.
The research did provide some positive news – the poll
found that 60% of car owners recognise the importance
of servicing a vehicle by helping to prolong a vehicle’s
lifespan, with an average of 30% of respondents also

agreeing that it’s a crucial step in helping to protect
the safety of themselves, passengers, and those around
them. Furthermore, around one in three agreed that
keeping to a vehicle manufacturer’s servicing schedule
helps to maintain the validity of a car's warranty should
they wish to make a claim whilst the agreement was in
force.
Bill Fennell, Chief Ombudsman and Managing Director
of the Motor Ombudsman, said: “April has seen a coming
together of several cost of living increases, which have
unfortunately hit the wallets of consumers all at the
same time. It’s therefore inevitable that something has
to give, and our study has shown that servicing and
vehicle maintenance is being seen as less of a priority.
This is of course concerning – not following the vehicle
manufacturer’s servicing schedule, and not taking
their car to a garage to be looked at by a professional
in the event of any mechanical problems is essentially
compromising the safety and value of the vehicle.”

A FAULTY
ECU?

YOU CAN COUNT ON US
CHOOSE THE REMANUFACTURING OF
ELECTRONIC CAR COMPONENTS
Let’s keep it cost effective & reliable

WWW.ACTRONICS.CO.UK
01206 849920

Save the date!
Big Weekend
returns to Warwick
this autumn

AUTOTECH 2022

autotechnician will bring a group of technicians,
workshop owners, trainers and aftermarket suppliers
together again this September to share ideas, inspire
and have some fun whilst learning about emerging
technology and new opportunities at Delphi
Technologies’ training workshop in Warwick.
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Job-useful, practical advice will be on the agenda for tackling
the latest systems and vehicles, without forgetting the vital
theory and knowledge of the fundamentals that underpin
success. The event is designed for both technicians and
workshop owners.

Media Partner:
AUTOTECH 2022 is sponsored by:

Ask the experts!
Visitors to autotechnician’s Ask the Expert’s lounge
at the UK Garage & Bodyshop Event at Birmingham
NEC June 8-9th will be able to meet experts and
trainers presenting over the two days.
Head to the informal lounge area, Stand G36 – a
stone’s throw away from the EV & Hybrid hub – and
you can also try out autotech’s online assessments –
both new and existing users who log in and take the
new test, or another multiple choice quiz from the
online resource on the stand, will be entered into a
prize draw to win £200.
Speak to a member of the team to also find out more
about the Big Weekend training event in Warwick,
taking place Friday 23rd and Saturday 24th September.

Both one & two-day subsidised tickets are
available now at
https://autotechnician.co.uk/training

Big Weekend
tickets are
on sale now!
Taking place on Friday 23rd
& Saturday 24th of september
at Delphi Technologies, Warwickshire

Join us for two days of unique content delivered by workshop owners,
independent trainers, and Autotech sponsors
We will be providing insights on the latest technology to enter your workshop and practical tips on diagnosing and
repairing systems seen in your workshop each day.
You will also have the opportunity to network with like-minded workshop owners/technicians and meet our
speakers and sponsors to discuss your individual needs and concerns.

Both one and two-day tickets are available to purchase at www.autotechnician.co.uk/training
and heavily subsidised by our sponsors.

• One day ticket: £79.00 plus VAT • Two day ticket: £129.00 plus VAT
We look forward to seeing you there!
AUTOTECH 2022 is sponsored by:

*Tickets will be limited and fully refundable if COVID restrictions are implemented

Media Partner:

Delphi Technologies' Academy goes from
strength to strength, blending virtual
training with real-world results
Amid the pandemic and to a backdrop of a highly
challenging time for the aftermarket, Delphi
Technologies addressed customers’ rapidly evolving
training requirements with the October 2021 launch
of the Delphi Training Academy.

SPONSOR FOCUS

Developed over a 12-month period by Delphi Technologies’
in-house training experts, the online platform represented
a significant automotive training breakthrough, not only in
providing the aftermarket with an easily accessible, industryleading route to learning new skills but also by overcoming
the traditional challenges that garages face when pursuing
physical, in-person training.
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Convenient and cost-effective, the Delphi Technologies
Academy sought to provide a solution to all the issues that
garages face when looking to train personnel and which were
amplified by the pandemic, including the cost of staff being
away from the business, both in terms of lost revenue and
expenses incurred through travel and accommodation.

Answered the industry’s growing demand for
‘blended learning’
Additionally, the new e-learning offering provided the solution
to the industry’s growing demand for ‘blended learning’ that
complements hands-on, classroom-based tuition with virtual
training. It significantly expanded the company’s existing
training portfolio and, notably, underlined its near unique

status of being able to transfer its learnings from being an OEM
supplier to the aftermarket.
Six months later, and the Delphi Technologies Academy has
gone from strength to strength, as Phil Mitchell, Technical
Services Manager, Delphi Technologies Aftermarket explains:
“Even before the pandemic we could see there was an urgent
need for such a comprehensive online training facility, and we
were pleased to deliver it at the perfect time for the industry.
As well as offering a convenient and quick way to engage
with the latest yet increasingly commonplace technologies,
it arrived at a point when garages were finding it incredibly
difficult to consider practical training due to playing ‘catch-up’
in terms of work, significantly reduced revenues, and many
training providers having a training backlog due to lockdown.”
At launch, the Delphi Technologies Academy was believed to
be the most advanced online training facility available to the

aftermarket and gave users the choice of over 300 courses and
modules, all of which could be consumed 24/7 and accessed
anywhere on any device.
In line with how Delphi Technologies constantly evolves
and refines its practical training offering to keep it relevant
to emerging automotive technologies and legislation, the
business has used its OEM-supplier knowledge and vast
industry experience to further strengthen its e-learning
platform.
Since its inception, the Delphi Technologies Academy has been
enhanced with several new courses, modules and case studies.
These include an insight into the workings of a high voltage EV
battery, an explanation of the link between ADAS and lighting
systems, and an introduction to Pass-thru and security gateway
technologies.

Mitchell continued: “Where it’s really proved useful is that it’s
enabled us to quickly share our industry-leading knowledge of
emerging technologies, such as electrification and ADAS, with
the aftermarket. What’s more, because the platform has been
developed with no need for users to have prior understanding
or qualifications, anyone can start acquiring know-how as and
when the need arises. Its instant access also means that users
can quickly use it to help them in their everyday jobs, such as
where front-of-house motor factor staff need information to
answer a customer’s query or where a technician may be at a
critical point of a repair and would benefit from an online howto video to help them complete the task.”

Most popular courses are EV and hybrid based

Courses now earn IMI CPD credits
Notably, a recent development is that every digital course
undertaken via the Delphi Technologies Academy now earns
credits towards the Institute of the Motor Industry’s Continuing
Professional Development (IMI CPD) programme.
CPD is a mandatory requirement for members on the IMI
Professional Register, making it an ideal way to ensure
technicians’ skills are maintained with the latest techniques and
competencies, while delivering confidence to consumers that
they are receiving the best possible service.
“Establishing the Delphi Technologies Academy represented
a significant investment, so we’re delighted to have seen
it receive such a positive reaction and the amount of users
continue to grow,” added Mitchell. “It’s done exactly what we
planned to achieve and was what the aftermarket had long
been asking for, but what’s now important to us and those
utilising the platform is that we continue to evolve it and make
it even more engaging and accessible.

Mitchell concluded: “For anyone in the aftermarket, we are
sure that the Delphi Technologies Academy will help you to
significantly grow your knowledge in the most cost-effective
and efficient way, while also having the potential to help you
achieve industry-recognised qualifications. What’s more, a key
indicator of its worth to mechanics is that we have found that
the assistance required by the majority of customers calling
our technical support could actually be sourced quicker via the
Delphi Technologies Academy.”
Further information on the Delphi Technologies Academy
can be found at: https://academy.delphiautoparts.com

SPONSOR FOCUS

“We work to introduce new content every 3-4 weeks, while
the digital nature of the platform has allowed us to introduce
new features that help delegates engage with the course in
an interactive way. For example, diagnostic training is aided
by an engine simulator that allows users to replace or isolate
different components in a virtual environment to help identify
the root cause of an issue. More recently, the new module
that explained the workings of an HV battery also saw us
innovatively create a 3D image of a high voltage battery via a
LiDAR scanner that was able to perform a 360-degree scan of
the pack.”

Unsurprisingly, with the huge surge in electrified vehicles
and the need for the garages to be able to service such cars
if they are to ensure their long-term survival, four of the five
most popular courses relate to EVs and hybrids, and how these
vehicles can be safely repaired. The number one course is an
introduction to electrics, with Delphi Technologies quickly
acknowledging customers’ appetite for such material and
subsequently adding a trio of electric courses spanning how to
test for bad earths, short circuits and a parasitic drain.
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Engineered with Confidence –
Bilstein Group Engineering
Since the early pioneering days of the motor car, we
have been manufacturing many parts for the motor
industry. Today, the manufacturing competence
within the bilstein group and its product brands lie
with bilstein group Engineering. With 10,000 square
meters of production space, the site covers nearly
the complete production chain and includes tool
construction, machining, a hardening shop and
quality assurance within its own testing laboratory.
Selected articles from the extensive febi and Blue Print
product ranges are produced here on modern, CNC-controlled
machines. These include water pumps, oil pumps, control arms,
chain tensioners, belt tensioners, release forks and wheel hubs.

To guarantee the Wheel Bearing Hubs we create are identical
to OE, Bilstein Group Engineering follow a strict creation
process. Here we look at the process in more detail.

1. The process begins with a 3D scan of the Wheel Hub blank

To give more of an insight into Bilstein Group Engineering
we will explore one of these product groups in more detail.

2. The blank and the drawings are created from the finished contour
in preparation for mechanical processing. After this, a Quality
Assurance check in accordance to the OE part is carried out

SPONSOR FOCUS

In-house production – febi Wheel Hubs
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Bilstein Group Engineering uses its expertise and top quality
facility for manufacturing and assembling three different types
of Wheel Bearing Hubs: Bearings with hub, Hubs with steel stud
and Hubs with ABS ring.

3. The blank is finish turned on the CNC lathe and the finished
product begins to emerge

The wheel hub's fundamental role is to provide the central
mounting point for the attachment of the road wheel, brake
disc and wheel bearing, making it a core component of the
wheel hub assembly.
febi offers a wide range with more than 600 wheel bearing
kits for popular vehicle applications on European roads, all
manufactured in OE-matching quality.

4. The Wheel Hub is then hardened – Many competitors omit this
important step during the production process. This is at the
expense of durability, quality and safety

5. The toothing is abutted – This is a key process for assuring perfect
fitment. It also ensures that there will be no movement when
engaging the driveshaft into the wheel hub.

6. After the hardening and toothing process, the Wheel Hub is
finalised to ensure 100% accuracy.

7. The quality and accuracy of fitment is re-checked and assured by
a variety of stringent measurement procedures.

8. Lastly, final visual inspections are completed and each Wheel
Hub is packed and kitted by hand.

Insights into Quality Assurance at Bilstein Group
Engineering
In the modern, well-equipped testing laboratory of Bilstein
Group Engineering, the manufactured components are
intensively tested for material quality, tensile strength and
dimensional accuracy. Our specialists have the widest variety of
tools at their disposal for this purpose:
• 3-coordinate measuring machine
• Optical wave measuring machine
• Gear tooth measuring machines
• Form tester (CNC)
• Contour and depth-to-valley measurement (CNC)
• Materials testing/analysis.

Manufacturers Guarantee
As a parts specialist with manufacturing competence
embedded in our history, febi and Blue Print only offer
products with the highest degree of installation safety and
durability. To underline our high product quality standards to
our customers worldwide, we provide a 3-Year Manufacturer
Guarantee for all of our replacement parts. This is a real benefit
for everyone who trusts in febi and Blue Print products and
provides an added value for workshops and technicians.

Febi Wheel Hub Range –
Advantages at a Glance

Right Range – with over 600 in range,
we offer an appropriate and competitive
range of wheel hubs.
In-House Production – at bilstein
group Engineering, we use our expertise
in the production of a select number

You can also see the full Wheel Bearing production
process video on the febi Youtube Channel:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=5wyd1AUhkPQ&list=
PLFEDzuZPuoPoFNBDyBOVRx3U_WEgcUoho&index=10

of wheel hubs. febi is recognised for
having the correct know-how and
manufacturing competence.
Associated Products – we also provide
a substantial range of wheel bearings,
wheel speed/ABS sensors and wheel
fastenings to complement our wheel
hub offer.
Fit & Forget – you will get peace of
mind with our febi quality Wheel Hubs
– from a precise part selection, easy
fitment and safety & durability. This is all
backed by our manufacturer guarantee.

SPONSOR FOCUS

Highest Quality – all febi products are
designed, specified and manufactured
to be direct OE replacements and our
Wheel Hubs are no exception to this.

You can find our full range of febi and Blue Print
components at: partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com
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Audi S4 Case study – Multiple
ailments and a host of suspects

CASE STUDY

Troubleshooting faults in a workshop is rarely
a dull moment whether you’re a newbie,
beginning your deep-dive journey into modern
vehicle fault assessments, or a seasoned pro
who thinks they’ve seen it all. I am sure some
of you readers can sympathise – my mind can
sometimes wander, and I’ve been known to
have the occasional brain fart, varying from
slight to beyond moderate on the scale!
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In preparation for the latest job to enter the workshop I read
the job card the night before and made sure to have a brief
conversation with the customer at drop off to get a better
insight into the reported symptoms.
It was at the point of questioning the customer I felt one eye
become ever so slightly lazy, picturing myself wearing a shaggy
beige raincoat chewing a cigar and thinking about the ‘case’ in
front of me – for those of you old enough to remember, and
cherish, the memories of Columbo, detective extraordinaire.
The irony here is that I floated the concept in my last piece
for AT that ‘we are analysts more than technicians.’ In some

Gareth Davies AAE FIMI,
Euro Performance

"It was at the point
of questioning the
customer I felt one
eye become ever so
lazy, picturing myself
wearing a shaggy beige
raincoat, chewing a
cigar and thinking
about the 'case' in front
of me"

Gareth found a useful collection of TPI’s all relevant to random alarm siren activity with no other DTCs stored

respects, we’re just as much detectives in the case of fault
troubleshooting, which I think for a lot of us is the grit that
keeps us doing what we do, to a good standard, day in day out.
I digress….

CASE STUDY

The vehicle in question is a 2017 Audi S4 and had been in with
us four weeks previously for a replacement battery. I had not
paid much attention to the car in question at its previous visit.
The customer’s concern was that the Stop Start system was
not working and it never seemed to kick in, the A with a line
through symbol would appear frequently when warm, but
no matter what the circumstance or length of drive, it did not
work. Furthermore, he asked us to investigate the heated rear
windscreen not working on cold mornings, but the mirrors
cleared quickly when the button was depressed. He also
added an additional concern of reporting the alarm going off
intermittently.
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I began to consider the outcomes and fault patterns whilst
ODIS was doing its thing conducting a full vehicle scan. Tool
choice here was natural given I wanted to look at some key
pieces of data and check a function had been conducted post
battery replacement. Alarm triggers were going to be my goto for the one customer concern, quiescent current analysis
(battery replacement history, type, serial no, A/H) the next,
and rich live data for the rear window concern. I had already
created a 3-stage hit list, but I’d also reminisced of previous
learnings on jobs and the importance of vehicle behavior
patterns when it thinks one thing and is actually another.
In terms of stored DTC’s, there was not a lot to go on, 1- Alarm
triggered, and that was it. Where to next? There was no guided
fault finding or test plans created because there were no DTC’s.
My next port of call before having my sacred brew and read
was to put some more meat on the bone. It was unlikely in
the time I had that I would get the alarm to misbehave going
on the very intermittent frequency reported by the customer,

but in terms of a quick road test (car was already warm from
drop off ) I set off to observe Stop Start activity, and then a
quick check of the rear window heater being switched on at
the climate control panel, and a thermal camera to definitively
confirm mirrors working, rear window not. The outcomes
were as described, Stop Start did not work when I expected it
should and the mirrors got toasty within a matter of seconds,
with no sign of the window doing anything at all. With the
faults confirmed, it was time to take a brief pause to do some
research. I set about the following hitlist checks as a baseline
start:
• Any TPI’s (Technical Product Index) relevant to any of my fault
patterns?
• Current flow diagram of the rear window heater (note the
setup is different for Avant and saloon so be careful, and
in addition the Germans call it a rear window defogger,
remember those search term definitions!)

Ensure data is the latest revision
The information search was useful. I fished a collection of TPI’s,
see image above, all relevant to random alarm siren activity
with no other DTCs stored, this bulletin has been updated
several times. A TPI can have multiple revisions which is useful,
but it can mean you come unstuck later if you are not reading
the latest revision, as the guidance, or more importantly the
SVM code, may have changed. The fix for the alarm was a Body
Control Module software improvement, and had been through
multiple changes, notably changing the SVM code for use
within the ODIS SVM function, every time. I accessed the TPI
through Alldata and the SVM code did not work. I rechecked
the TPI’s within ODIS and then noted the latest change to
the SVM and it applied correctly. Worth remembering when
evaluating data and information, if in doubt, send a ticket as it

may have changed in a short period of time and could leave
you puzzled when you knew you were on the right track.
I was able to locate a current flow diagram, see overleaf.
Note the Asterisk marks that refer to a number code, advising
on difference between model variants so you can follow the
correct path for the control and wiring. I did not, however, yield
a result on any relevant Stop Start issues.
Heading to the car it was time to begin some actual ‘doing.’
First port of call was the Stop Start issue. I headed straight
for the battery management side of data. The reason being,
I had pinned hopes on the battery replacement we had
conducted potentially not being ‘registered’ in the car’s control
unit, so it was still thinking it had a discharged poor state of
health battery fitted. If this was the case it would validate
the Stop Start issue without further troubleshooting, but in
addition, may shed light on the rear window issue. ‘How so?’
I hear you cry. Well, little did I know some years ago, I had to
investigate a rear window ‘defogger’ not working on a BMW 1
series 5-door hatch back. I ‘dithered’ away hours on drawing
a blank on wiring checks, covers and trims off, checking this,
checking that, to find that the car had the impression a poor
state of health battery was fitted. I found this info eventually
and checked the battery state of health data according to the
IBS (Intelligent Battery Sensor) control unit log. The car had
already had a new battery fitted a few months before being
presented to me for troubleshooting. I registered the battery
and low and behold, button depressed, windows getting
warm! What?! Logical when explained and researched. Battery
charge preservation becomes essential when the vehicle

"A TPI can have
multiple revisions,
which is useful, but it
can mean you come
unstuck later if you
are not reading the
latest revision"
considers the battery to be weak and likely to not restart the
car and will switch off all non-essential high current consumers
to aid the save the battery charge mission. Ludicrous? Maybe.
Explainable? Totally. As a result, I have done much needed
research and training into Stop Start, battery and smart
charging systems to try and better equip myself for the leftfield
fault symptoms we face.
I confirmed the battery was still showing as last replaced at
0km. That wasn’t right. Nonetheless it highlighted a good
opportunity to advise the technician of the shortcomings, the
importance of the whole job of battery replacement, and what

FIXING CARS IS HARD - WE CAN MAKE IT EASY

Elite Diagnostic Kit - Multi-Brand Solution
Live Expert Repair Guidance - our OE brand-specific
master technicians can remote directly to vehicles

+44 (0) 1865 870 060 sales-uk@OpusIVS.com OpusIVS.com
Find us at the Garage & Bodyshop Event, NEC 8-9 June

CASE STUDY

Contact us to discuss our diagnostic support solutions
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"I chose, after
some careful
research, an
accessible point
to evaluate and
inspect without
hours of tear
down"

Current flow diagram of the rear window heater

can happen (or not) as a result of not handshaking replaced
parts, whatever they may be. I promptly registered the battery,
populating serial number, battery manufacturer, AH capacity
and was happy the function was now completed. Ironically for
those of you struggling to find this on modern VAG cars, it can
very often be a function in ECU 19 Gateway, which you may
find obscure, but most of the time this control unit is now but
an integrated slave module within the BCM. That is a case study
for another day…

Phase 2 of testing

CASE STUDY

I set about popping on a road test again to see if phase 1 had
yielded any results. I was most pleased to be graced with a
stalling engine at the first roundabout I arrived at, and the
function being well and truly restored, so headed back to the
workshop to check the rear window situation. Thinking I was
Columbo again, I felt that I potentially had a body, smoking
gun, DNA, a motive, hell… I reckoned at this rate Angela
Lansbury was going to make a cameo appearance, but to
my dismay, it wasn’t to be, and I had the wrong guy! The rear
window under test conditions still did not work.
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Resorting to my current flow diagrams, I concluded an easier
to read point A – B layout from control to output (button
to window heater element) and chose, after some careful
research, an accessible point to evaluate and inspect without
hours of tear down. Thankfully, Audi were kind in this instance,
and the control relay was easy to access and test, shown on
the right. I found a handsome NBV at the relay and when
toggled by my sleuthing understudy in the cockpit I confirmed
the relay was working and switching to send a voltage to the
heated screen element. This test confirmed the fault must
lay in my theoretical ‘after’ 50% section rather than my pre

(control supply) side of the circuit. One quick test and much
of the circuit confirmed as good. Things then got a little
more interesting. There appeared to be a ‘suppressor’ in the
circuit, likely to reduce the effect of a high current consumer
affecting something else in the rear screen when the high
current consumer is activated. I checked the literature again,
confirmed the rear screen was a busy affair, not only having the
heater element, but also the antenna for the radio embedded
within it. Further reading stated on my variant that there was
a window suppression unit on the NSR D Pillar and a radio
suppression unit on the OSR D pillar. With the NSR D Pillar
off I confirmed the location and fitting of the suppression
unit. Interestingly, at this stage, my sleuthing nature noted
the presence of filler dust and body shop hallmarks, and
rechecking in the NSR quarter area where the relay was
located, there were also hallmarks of a previous repair. Now I’m
not paid to judge, or spoil people’s days. The repair seemed
adequate, but it did add an extra element we should always be
mindful of when troubleshooting – human interference and
disturbance.
The control relay was easy
to access and test

We take green
washing literally:
with up to 85% less
environmental
pollution.
Learn more about our sustainable
cleaning wipe service: mewa.co.uk

CASE STUDY

Human error
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At this point I continued with my test plan. What’s happening
at point B (the screen element connection) and what role is the
suppressor playing? Above, you can see my test light showing
a healthy voltage coming into the suppressor, confirmed by
the meter, see below, right, and bright test light, but I had
no output at the screen just a stone’s throw away from the
suppressor. I took the unit off given it appeared at the previous
epicenter of damage/body repairs, checked resistance in
preparation for a load test of the suppressor prior to ordering a
new one (which at this point I had already found on the parts
catalogue and was priced at a very reasonable £12 direct from
TPS). My picture shows, I had failed to identify the fitment was
incorrect, probably at rebuild stage by the body shop. The
output wire for the rear screen was fitted to the centre bolt
hole to hold the suppressor to the pillar, and not the output
+ terminal (ironically marked on the suppressor). No wonder
it did not work. I moved the wire connection and cycled the
window heater. Dew Dew (pun intended), on a thermal camera
the window is now working! Stupid is as stupid does. The
reality is this was as honest a mistake as the individual made
when rebuilding the car in the first place. But it does show you
have to have your mind in the zone and your wits about you
when assessing faults. Test and check everything relevant, and
always stop to reevaluate where you where, are, and plan to be
within the task/process.
I smiled on reflection, and out of curiosity load tested the old
and new suppressors. I had differing results so opted for the
menial cost to advise and supply the replacement regardless
of findings and despite proving the original could work. But
nonetheless a useful learning, followed by the warm inner
glow that I got the right culprit, I could leave on a Columbo

quirky cliché and ‘limp’ off into the sunset. In reality it was pop
to the loo with sheer excitement and collect the next job card!

I like documenting my tales and findings from the realworld workshop, as much as I like reading those from
other like-minded technicians case studies. We need to
keep up the fight, to research, understand, test and be
confident in a job well done. Keep going, and never stop
being the best you can be.

ADVERTISING PROMOTION

Air Struts –
a deeper look
Air suspension systems come in multiple
configurations. A system equipped with
complete air strut assemblies, has integrated
air springs on the struts instead of separately
mounted onto the axle. These assemblies are
typically used for the front suspension. The
rear usually features a combination of shock
absorbers and air springs. Four-corner air strut
set-ups exist as well.
Technique inside
Although a coil strut looks different from an air strut, the
replacement is similar. If a mechanic can replace a coil strut,
they will likely find replacing an air strut relatively easy as well.
Despite the ease of installation, the workings behind the air
strut assembly are complex. For the air spring to support the
vehicle weight through air pressure, it is constructed with
several special components. Heavy duty crimping rings seal the
air sleeve with the top mount and the rolling piston. The rolling
piston is connected to the outer damper tube and sealed off
with an O-ring to keep an airtight connection.
The rubber sleeve of this airtight construction is usually
encased in an aluminum canister for a more responsive
behavior. To protect the air spring from collecting dust and
debris between its sleeve and rolling piston, it is often covered
by a flexible dust cover. Depending on the design, adding a
cover can greatly lower the risks of leakage caused by these
elements.

If you have the proper equipment, it is always possible to
remove a worn or broken coil spring from its strut and then
re-assemble the strut with a new coil spring. However, this is
usually not the case when dealing with an air strut. Often the
complexity of the strut will not allow the separation of the air
spring whilst maintaining a new airtight air strut construction
upon re-assembly although there are exceptions.
If it is possible to only replace the air spring, the air strut’s shock
absorber should be inspected critically for both oil leakage
and function. Oil deteriorates the rubber sleeve and would
consequently shorten the new air spring’s lifespan. Secondly,
the damping force of a worn shock absorber is considerably
lower, this means the air spring is being exposed to impacts
which it was not designed for and gets easily damaged
requiring an earlier replacement.
This information is provided to you by Arnott – Air
Suspension Products. With more than 30 years of experience
in engineering, designing, and manufacturing high quality
air suspension components for the aftermarket, Arnott
is the technical expert when it comes to air suspension
systems. Arnott’s products are produced with high-quality,
OE components offering exact form, fit and function. Each
product is extensively tested in our American and European
facilities and custom-tuned to suit the specific vehicle make
and model before being produced.

Arnott – Air Suspension Products

www.arnotteurope.com • info@arnotteurope.com
+44 203 3186124

ADVERTISING PROMOTION

Internally, the air strut has an integrated bump stop. This helps
to prevent damage to the piston and foot valve by making sure
there is enough clearance left when the vehicle is bottoming
out. Some air struts also feature a second air chamber in the
top area or even in an external canister. This additional air
volume can result in an overall driving experience that is more
comfortable because more air needs to be compressed in the
air spring. Less air volume translates into a firmer ride.

Replacement
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4Focus

ROB MARSHALL PROBES AT THE LATEST
NEW CAR TECHNICAL INNOVATIONS

NISSAN QASHQAI – EPOWER
While ePOWER Nissans have been sold in Japan since 2017,
the technology has just arrived in the UK, beneath the bonnet
of the popular Qashqai SUV. ePOWER comprises electric
propulsion only, using a 140kW motor. Yet, this is a hybrid,
by virtue that a 1.5-litre, three-cylinder turbocharged petrol
engine recharges the battery packs. Under full acceleration, or
when driven at high speeds, the combustion-derived electrical
energy is diverted from the battery pack to the motor directly,
via an inverter. As is the convention with high-voltage vehicles,
the system also boasts kinetic energy recuperation, under
braking and deceleration.
While nothing novel, this engine also varies its compression
ratios, between 8:1 and 14:1. The system works not using
valve gear adjustments but an actuator changes the pistons'
strokes. While adopted for ePOWER, the variable compression
technology was used first by Infiniti, as we highlighted last year
(https://autotechnician.co.uk/4focus-tesla-audi-infiniti-andgenesis-new-car-technical-innovations). Unfortunately, Nissan's
luxury brand is neither built, nor available, in the UK any longer.
Nissan reports that, in low-power demand situations, such as
cruising with a charged battery pack, high compression mode
(combined, presumably, with low turbo boost pressures) is
selected for efficiency and low emissions. Low compression
situations are needed with high power outputs and Nissan

reports that the compression adjustments are seamless.
While the fuel consumption and emission figures are not
confirmed at the time of writing, preliminary figures for the
Qashqai ePOWER indicate 53mpg on the combined cycle
and 119g/km.

VOLVO XC40 RECHARGE –
WIRELESS CHARGING

NEW CAR TECH

Critics of Battery Electric Vehicles may be rubbing their
hands with glee, as concerns grow about UK public
charger access failing to meet projected demand. The
same worries blight those of us that do not have access
to private driveways and are forced to park curbside. Yet,
wireless charging is nothing new. Even certain motorcars
have wireless pads installed within their interiors to
facilitate mobile 'phones charging. Therefore, why can
this technology not be upscaled for Battery Electric
Vehicles?
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Volvo thinks that it can, even for high-mileage applications. Currently, the
Chinese-owned company is trialling wireless charging technology in its first BEV,
the XC40 Recharge. Rather than being used occasionally, the cars will be put
to work by Cabonline, the Nordic region's largest taxi operator. Each vehicle is
expected to cover at least a 12-hour shift, covering 60,000 miles per year.
These vehicles are charged wirelessly at a station, based at the company's HQ in Gothenburg, Sweden. Recharging
commences as soon as the vehicle parks over a charging pad, embedded in the ground. A 360-degree ADAS camera
system is employed to ensure that the vehicle is parked accurately. The charging station energises the pad and this
power is picked up by the car's receiver unit. Volvo Cars claims that the charging speeds are four times faster than a
hard-wired 11kW AC charger, although not quite as fast as a 50kW DC fast charger.
While we admit that these vehicles are not for commercial sale (yet), should the experiment be a success, it might
provide a safe answer to urban issues of on-street EV charging.

MAZDA2 HYBRID – WORLD'S
FASTEST COMBUSTION
With motor manufacturers desperate to
slash CO2 outputs, many of them are pooling
resources. More recently, several Toyotabased models have appeared that lean on
the company's self-charging, high-voltage
hybrid prowess. First came Suzuki, with the
Across PHEV (based on Toyota's RAV4) and the
Swace Hybrid (a tweaked Corolla estate). Now,
the Mazda2 Hybrid enters the ring, looking
strangely familiar...
While it looks like a Toyota and is built by
Toyota, it is unsurprising that it is nothing more (or less) than an
undiluted Yaris. This means that it benefits from Toyota's fourthgeneration hybrid technology, which has much in common with
the same systems that are used with the larger petrol engines in
the Toyota Corolla/Suzuki Swace and RAV4/Across ranges. Yet,
the Mazda2/Yaris employ a 1.5-litre engine triple, which utilises
Atkinson cycle variable valve timing (as is Toyota's way) and a
balance shaft to reduce the natural imbalance that afflicts threecylinder units. Toyota also claims that this engine possesses the
world's fastest combustion speed.
Being a high-voltage Hybrid, the Mazda2/Yaris can be driven in electric-only mode and the engine can both recharge
the batteries and drive the wheels. Working together, the electric motor and engine can produce 114bhp, enough to
achieve 0-62mph in fewer than 10 seconds and an average of 72mpg.
Confusingly, the ageing conventionally-engined, third-generation Mazda2 (with its different bodyshell) remains on
sale. Mazda justifies its decision, because it ensures that: "Our customers will have the widest choice of small cars in UK
showrooms."

BMW 2-SERIES –
SIX CYLINDER IN-LINE ENGINE
While powering a relatively small coupé with a straight-six
engine seems hardly revolutionary, we deem it worthy of
inclusion, because the latest M240i xDrive is the only car in its
class to be thus equipped. One has to hope that, in an era of
engine downsizing, this is not the last Bimmer iteration of the
straight-six, especially as BMW has canned its V12, Rolls-Royce
models excepted.

NEW CAR TECH

Even so, the Germans have developed the M240i's engine
to be the most powerful in-line six in the company's core
engine portfolio. The unit was developed using the motor
racing prowess of BMW M GmbH and features a closed-deck
aluminium crankcase, an alloy cylinder-head, weight-optimised
pistons/connecting rods and a forged steel crankshaft. The
new 3.0-litre power plant develops 34bhp more than its
predecessor, totalling 374bhp. The peak torque of 500Nm is
also impressive, especially as it is available not at a set engine
speed but between 1,900 and 5,000rpm. This explains how
the range-topping M240i xDrive coupé can accelerate from
0-62mph in 4.3 seconds.
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The UK Garage & Bodyshop Event preview
Reasons why we think you need to plan at least one
day out of the workshop to attend this NEC event

On the move!
We join product and training suppliers on the road

On the move:
Generation 2
wheel bearings
Out of the four wheel bearing groups, the second
generation is the most demanding for the
technician, because it has a greater emphasis on
special tools and correct fitting procedures. Rob
Marshall partners with Schaeffler's FAG brand to
discover how the job should be done
It is rather unfortunate that second-generation bearings are
the most common types fitted to the UK car parc, because they
can be extremely difficult to install if you venture away from
official fitting advice. Excessive force and inappropriate tools
Example 1: Renault Clio III (FWD) front wheel bearing

Replacing wheel bearings
is made considerably
easier with the correct
tools and knowledge

risk damaging the replacement bearing, shortening its life, or
rendering it useless. Understandably, the supplier cannot be
held responsible for resultant damage. Fortunately, training
and tools make the task considerably easier.
The following examples demonstrate best practices, to
ensure maximum life and reliability from replacement Gen
2 wheel bearings:

2. When selecting the size of your puller's thrust piece for the rear face, it
needs to be of a diameter slightly smaller than that of the hub.

3. Whether using a hand-operated manual puller, or one that is powered,
ensure that is it not misaligned. Otherwise, it will apply force at an angle,
which might damage the tool.

4. With the equipment mounted and used correctly, the wheel mounting
flange should be extracted from the knuckle.

5. Should the inner bearing races be attached to the flange still, they can be
removed with the pictured tool.

6. Using a special tool in this way, instead of improvising, avoids damaging
the flange, so it can be reused - presuming that it is serviceable, of course!

WHEEL BEARINGS

1. Carry-out the preparatory operations, including disconnecting the
bottom ball joint and outer CV joint splines from the steering knuckle,
removing the brake disc and relocating the caliper.
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8. You may find that a circlip is installed to the knuckle, either side of the
bearing and not just one. Ensure that both of them are removed.

9. Choose a thrust piece of the same diameter as that of the wheel bearing
and locate it on the knuckle's rear face.

10. Reassemble the puller and apply an even force to extract the rollers and
outer bearing races from the steering knuckle.

11. After cleaning the bearing housing of rust and lingering grease, install
a new rear retaining circlip, if one was fitted originally. Consult Step 15's
advice, too.

12. So that the new bearing's integral speed encoder faces the wheel speed
sensor, identify its position with a magnetic detector.

13. Locate the bearing into the knuckle and select a thrust piece to apply
force on its outer race that is of an appropriate diameter.

14. With the press reassembled, you can ease the new bearing evenly into
the knuckle. Stop applying pressure, when the force required increases
markedly.

15. When fitting the circlip(s), ensure that the opening faces towards the
ground, to facilitate moisture drainage and help prevent corrosion.

16. Before pressing the wheel flange through the bearing, position a thrust
piece against the outer bearing race that faces inboard.

WHEEL BEARINGS

7. After cleaning the flange, check it over for deep scoring, wear grooves
and corrosion.
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THE CHASSIS
EXPERTS
Schaeffler is a trusted technical partner of the automotive
industry, delivering high-tech components and systems for
OE fitment by vehicle manufacturers around the world.
We have used this OE know-how and engineering excellence to
create our FAG steering and suspension range, which offers a
genuine quality alternative to independent workshops.
It is also the perfect accompaniment to our leading range of
FAG hub repair solutions, which offers garages genuine OE
quality at a competitive price. And, as always from Schaeffler,
everything a technician needs to carry out a professional
wheel bearing repair or hub unit replacement is in just one box,
so you can simply fit and forget.
FAG. The chassis experts.
www.repxpert.co.uk | aftermarket.schaeffler.co.uk

3YEAR

Warranty

17. Press the flange through the inner bearing race. Never strike the flange
face with a hammer, instead of using a press.

WHEEL BEARINGS

Example 2: Volkswagen Bora (FWD) rear bearing

1. Rear suspension possesses a stub axle. As before, preparatory work
includes relocating and supporting the brake calliper and its carrier, so not
to strain the flexible hose, and removing the brake disc.

2. After prising out the protective dust cap and unscrewing the centre nut,
install the puller as pictured, to extract the flange and most of the bearing.

3. Note that the inner bearing race remains on the stub axle. As using a
cutting disc and a cold chisel risks damage, it is preferable to use the puller.

4. Clean the stub axle and check for wear grooves and rust. This bearing
design requires you to locate a mounting shaft to the stub axle, which
permits the bearing to be installed squarely.

5. The fitting tool then fits over the mounting shaft and presses the
combined bearing and flange onto the stub axle.

6. Dismount the fitting tools. Tightening the nut to the specified torque sets
the pre-load/end-flat. Fit a new protective cap and reassemble the braking
system, before your test drive.

Other Generation 2 examples

7. Generation 2.1 bearings possess a snap ring retainer, instead of a circlip.
A clamp tool holds it in position during installation, until it engages with a
machined groove within the steering knuckle aperture.
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18. Refit the driveshaft, tighten the new centre nut to its specified torque,
reassemble the lower ball joint, refit the road wheel and take the car for a
test drive.

8. Generation 2D bearings employ roller bearings, instead of ball bearings.
While it is bolted to the steering knuckle, the road wheel flange must be
pressed from the old bearing and into the replacement beforehand.

Moving knowledge
forward on low
-voltage hybrids
While there is nothing to fear from
low-voltage technology, be wary of
complacency. Rob Marshall, therefore,
discusses the pertinent issues with
remanufacturing exponent, Autoelectro,
to establish the reasons why
To reduce CO2 emissions (and, therefore, take advantage of
taxation benefits) start-stop technology stalls the engine and
restarts it promptly. These micro-hybrids were refined into
mild-hybrids, the majority of which utilise 48-volt combined
belt-driven starter-alternators.
Autoelectro reports that, because these costly units are tricky
to copy accurately, remanufacturing is essential to introduce
quality aftermarket replacements quickly. The company argues
that quality remanufacturing is a preferable option over a copy

Be familiar with the low voltage micro/mild-hybrid application
(i.e., under 48 volts), with which you are faced. Pictured is an early
Bosch Stop-Start application for non-manual gearbox vehicles.

part that has not been produced by the original manufacturer.
Therefore, a removed faulty unit is still valuable as core.
A further issue is that some rotating electric components are
becoming bespoke to certain models, so copy parts may not
be viable, due to too low a production run. Even so, being
familiar with the application on which you are working,
adopting a logical diagnostics process, and addressing the
fault, not just the symptom, will stand you in good stead.

Smart alternators

1. Some micro-hybrids can possess smart
alternators, which charge at variable voltages.
Between 10 and 18 volts are typical. Should the
unit be found not to be charging at an expected
constant voltage, or even not at all, something
else on the vehicle may be responsible, instead of a
faulty alternator. (Image courtesy of Bosch).

2. Communication between the alternator and engine ECU is via Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) data
signals. Pictured are both LIN (Local Interconnect Network) and BSS (Bit Synchronous Interface)
connections, which you are most likely to encounter. Alternatively, the Digital Field Monitor (DFM)
connection sends an alternator load signal to the ECU. 'FR' directs a variable output of between zero
and 11 volts to the ECU to assess the battery charge rate. Never introduce test voltages into these
data wires.

Combined starter/alternators

1. Low-voltage mild-hybrids can employ these
units, mounted to the FEAD drive. A separate
starter motor may be fitted for cold-start
purposes. Valeo's StARS was the first massproduction combined starter-alternator unit,
although OEMs use their own terminology. Ford
uses the acronym, 'B-ISG', (Belt-driven Integrated
Starter Generator), for instance.

ROTATING ELECTRICS

3. An oscilloscope displays real-time smart
alternator responses to loading the electrical
system. Yet, Autoelectro advises that you can
disconnect the alternator-to-ECU communication
wires (See Step A2), which enables the alternator
to run independently of the ECU. The resultant
voltages should measure between 14.5 and 14.8.
Consider, however, that you may create the StopStart system to log a fault code, which you must
reset afterwards.
(Image courtesy of Pico Technology.)

"Because these
costly units are
tricky to copy
accurately,
remanufacturing
is essential to
introduce quality
aftermarket
replacements
quickly"
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2. Valeo's later i-StARS integrated the previously separate power unit inside the alternator's main
casing. For identification purposes, the rear-mounted black plastic cover houses these electronic
components. The communications plug is also shown, where B+ is the positive battery supply, D
refers to unused terminals, LIN provides the ECU communication protocol connection and GND is the
ground/earth connection.

3. Be familiar with the whole system. This 2011
Peugeot 308 1.6-litre e-HDI has an 'e-booster' that
supports the 12V battery (item 2), by supplying
extra power, when starting the high-compression
diesel engine (5). This comprises an ECU (1a) and
a capacitor (1b) that provide extra current to the
i-StARS combined starter/alternator unit (4). The
whole system is controlled by a further ECU (3) via
the communication network (blue line).

4. Not all carmakers employ the same systems. Mazda's I-ELOOP combined starter/alternator
appeared in 2012, the FEAD-mounted alternator of which can generate up to 25v during
deceleration. Yet, the conventional 12-volt battery cannot store this electrical energy without
damage. Therefore, the system employs a separate capacitor that receives and discharges the power
back into the system, when required.

5. Some 48-volts combined starter-alternators
recuperate brake energy. Yet, as this is
not performed via the road wheels (unlike
conventional high voltage EVs), the regenerative
energy comes through the Front End Auxiliary
belt Drive (FEAD), therefore, increasing the engine
braking effect. Some of these units become so hot,
they require liquid cooling, such as this MercedesBenz item.

ROTATING ELECTRICS

6. Some high-voltage hybrid models may also
possess combined starter-alternators, such as
vehicles that feature electric rear axle propulsion
and combustion engine drive on the front. This
Hybrid4 Peugeot component is rated at 415-volts,
so it could be a potentially fatal mistake for
the repairer to presume that it operates on a
maximum of 48-volts.
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tip:
Usable core is essential for
successful remanufacturing.
Autoelectro reports that
robust connections of past
alternators have been replaced
with relatively fragile data
connections to reduce weight
and cost. However, they are far
easier to break off accidentally,
so be extra vigilant.

7. Combined starter-alternators employ neither pulley-based clutches, nor decouplers. Some
systems possess a simple single-stage tensioner; others have a more elaborate tensioning system
that prevents belt slippage and absorbs engine torsional vibration. Pay special attention to the
maintenance requirements and belt specifications when you service the FEAD drive.
(Images courtesy of Valeo.)

Bosch technology.
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customer loyalty & future growth.

Contact your local Carwood
distributor for more

www.carwood.co.uk

EVENT

PREVIEW
The event will offer owners and
technicians the skills and know-how
to futureproof their business with
over 100 suppliers showcasing the
latest in service and repair products,
diagnostics and garage equipment

The UK’s national event, serving the latest
training, technology & tools to UK garages,
bodyshops & specialists

Get hands-on, learn, network
and prepare for the fast-evolving
landscape of the automotive industry
100 training partners,
exhibitors & experts
Dedicated EV, Workshop and
Bodyshop Training Hubs
2 days, 8-9 June 2022 @ NEC Birmingham
Supported by the industry
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Your OPTIMAL choice
For over 30 years the Optimal brand has gained a reputation
for quality German engineering. The parts are manufactured
in line with OE specifications using quality materials and
tested to rigorous standards.
That’s why we support all Optimal
steering and suspension parts
with a 3-year warranty.

Call your local branch now!

The industry unites for focus
on training & technology
Technicians and garage owners looking to
enhance their skills and take advantage
of business opportunities are invited to
Birmingham next month to enjoy free
training, business advice and support from
the industry’s finest
The team who works with industry suppliers and trade
associations for the Automechanika Birmingham event, which
returns in June 2023, and the creators of the online digital
platform auto:resource, will bring the trade together for a
brand-new event next month at the NEC, which will solely
focus on training, tools and technology.

EVENT PREVIEW

The two-day UK Garage & Bodyshop Event will take place
at the NEC 8-9 June 2022, within Hall 20, housing over
100 exhibitors. There will be three training hubs and three
feature areas, enabling workshop owners and technicians to
participate in training taster sessions, to highlight areas they
want to upskill, and to connect with training and equipment
providers to progress their skills and garage business.
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Live demonstrations and accredited training will be delivered
across three key areas: EV Hybrid, Workshop and Collision
Repair, each offering technical seminars from industry experts
covering ADAS, MOT, safety/service and repair, collision repair,
diagnostics, and more. Kristan Johnstone, Project Director
Messe Frankfurt UK, told autotechnician: “We’re looking to
almost replicate what has worked very well at Automechanika
Birmingham but doing that across different themes so it gives
people a really clear structure of where they can go for relevant
topics for them.”

There will be a best-in-class Modern Workshop feature that
will showcase the latest infrastructure, equipment and tools,
to highlight, and provide advice on, business planning and
investment priorities. The feature is designed to get workshop
managers and owners reflecting on where they are currently
and where they need to invest. Kristan sees it as a learning
opportunity, so visitors can come away thinking, “These are
some of the considerations I need to go back and factor
into the management of my workshop – a combination of
infrastructure, products and tools.”

VIP treatment
A VIP programme for workshop owners will include a
dedicated area for workshop owners to enjoy refreshments and
gain business advice from a variety of suppliers. “There’s a huge
appetite for business advice but sitting at a 30-minute seminar
is not the way they want to digest that information,” Kristan
states. “We’ve created this hub ‘The Garage Owners Club’, a
lounge within the hall, with all the relevant bodies, associations
and suppliers, so people can go and meet on the stands or the
networking area and have those discussions”.

“With arguably the biggest shift for the
UK aftermarket happening here and now
with the presence of ADAS and hybrid and
EV technology, increased cybersecurity
and access to in-vehicle data, a UK focused
exhibition for garages and bodyshops is
essential to keeping the industry connected
and up to date.”
Mark Field, CEO of IAAF

Kristan adds: “It will become a reference guide. We appreciate
that full training courses can’t be delivered on a stand in a busy
exhibition hall. The technical seminars work incredibly well,
and people know it’s going to give them a level of awareness
and insight, it’s not going to answer all their questions, but the
awareness to know they need to go away and find out more
about this topic and where they can get more information.
Similarly with the sponsors and exhibitors who are offering
the training demos it’s an opportunity to get a flavour of what
they offer and ask some pertinent questions to people who
are experts in their field, to find out what they know, what they
don’t know and what they need to know”.
Free tickets are available at www.garage-and-bodyshopevent.uk.messefrankfurt.com

A resource to take away
Visitors will be provided with a take-home training guide folder,
where they can collate the information and options available
from each training hub, stand and feature. Chloe Hyland,
Automechanika Marketing Manager, explains: “Because we’ve
got the three separate training hubs, and the exhibitors will be
having training on their stand, we think its quite nice to plan
a full day’s training for a visitor… where you can go and visit
each of the training hubs or different suppliers, receive either
training or taster sessions or information and collect all that
information into one place. We know the visitors are coming to
get value at a show and I think that walking away with a hard
copy of information and knowledge really portrays that.”

“We’re delighted! A focused national event
for owners and technicians from both
garages and bodyshops will highlight
the rapid change towards electric and
hybrid vehicles, as well as the challenges
and opportunities this brings for the
aftermarket. We look forward to seeing you
there, meeting face-to-face at last again!”
Peter Melville, Hybrid & Electric Vehicle Repair Alliance

EVENT PREVIEW
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JOIN THE CASTROL SERVICE NETWORK
WE WILL INVEST IN YOUR WORKSHOP, HELP YOU GROW YOUR
CUSTOMER BASE AND ULTIMATELY INCREASE YOUR PROFITS.

BECOME PART OF A WINNING TEAM AND RECEIVE:

FREE CASTROL
ENGINE
WARRANTY

GET YOUR
WORKSHOP
ON THE MAP

AVAILABLE FOR YOUR
CUSTOMERS AS PART
OF THE CASTROL
SERVICE NETWORK

AND INCREASE YOUR
CUSTOMER BASE

UK Garage &
Bodyshop Event

B10

Visit our stand

• TRAINING
• TOOLS
• TECHNOLOGY

THERE’S NO COST TO YOU - CALL 0800 371910 (OPTION 4)
TO FIND OUT HOW WE CAN HELP YOUR WORKSHOP
Find out more www.castrol.co.uk/autotechnician

A SIGN
OF THINGS
TO COME

INCREASE YOUR CURB
APPEAL WITH CASTROL

8-9 June 2022
NEC Birmingham
BOOK FREE TICKET

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

YOUR WORKSHOP LISTED ON CASTROL.CO.UK
CASTROL SERVICE SIGNAGE
PRODUCT STANDS TO WORKSHOP EFFICENCY
TECHNICAL ADVICE SO YOU STOCK THE RIGHT PRODUCTS
WEBSITE AND SOCIAL MEDIA DIGITAL BRANDING
WORKSHOP CLOTHING
CASTROL PROMOTIONS
ONLINE TRAINING
CASTROL ENGINE WARRANTY FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS

47% NAME CASTROL
FIRST WHEN ASKED
TO NAME AN OIL
WE GIVE YOU THE
TOOLS TO FIT THE
RIGHT OIL EVERY TIME
TECHNICAL EXPERT
ADVICE ALWAYS
ON HAND

DRESS FOR
SUCCESS
WITH JOINT
BRANDED
WORKWEAR
UK Garage &
Bodyshop Event

IMPROVE
WORKSHOP
EFFICIENCY

“BY BECOMING A CASTROL
BRANDED GARAGE, OUR
EXISTING AND POTENTIAL
CUSTOMERS KNOW EXACTLY
WHAT THEY ARE GETTING. A HIGH
QUALITY SERVICE THEY CAN
TRUST, DELIVERED BY EXPERTS
FOR GREAT VALUE FOR MONEY.”

ENJOY THE BENEFITS
OF OUR OIL DISPENSING

EXPERT SPEAKER

JAMES LUDFORD

CASTROL UK

Understanding the right oil selection
for your workshop

8-9 June 2022
NEC Birmingham
BOOK FREE TICKET

“We have got two packed days full of seminars and training content, live
sessions and demonstrations and over 60 live training sessions. Not every
session is going to be repeated so if you come on just the first day, you will
miss content that is unique to the second day. And, of course, with over 100
exhibitors, you're going to do well to get round all of those in one day.”

EVENT PREVIEW

Chloe Hyland, Marketing Manager, Messe Frankfurt UK
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“The Modern Workshop is designed to be an inspirational area and will
have the latest equipment and tools to work on new vehicles. We are
working with The Garage Inspector Andy Savva on this, who will deliver
business advice on improving workshop efficiency, how to get the best
return on investment and grasp opportunities.”

UK Garage &
Bodyshop Event
8-9 June, 2022 @ NEC Birmingham
100 exhibitors & training partners
showcasing new products for service
& repair, collision repair, diagnostics,
garage equipment, tools, paint &
refinishing, ADAS, hybrid & electric
vehicles and more.
• 60+ specialist training sessions, demonstrations, interactive
features, business advice and more than 100 exclusive deals
and discounts
• Plus, free parking & breakfast for visitors!
Free tickets are available now at:
www.ukgaragebodyshopevent.com
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Don’t Turn Away
Diesel Business!
DPF Professional Clean & Flush
Cleaned in 1 hour
Keep the business in your workshop
No need to remove DPF

J02230 & J02250

Diesel Intake Extreme Cleaning
Add extra value to your service or MOT
No expensive equipment required
For more information:

J02285 & J02280

Call: 01
1273 891 162
Email: info@kalimex.co.uk
www.jlmlubricants.com

B30

EVENT PREVIEW

Two stage clean for maximum eﬀect
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The Workshop Hub
Highlighting the advancements and challenges for:
• MOT, Service & Repair
• Increasing digitalisation service aggregation, on ondemand services, workshop management systems

Dedicated
training hubs
Make time to visit Birmingham NEC on the
8th and/or 9th June and we’re confident
you won’t be disappointed – more than 60
training sessions are planned over the twoday event, offering visitors demonstrations,
virtual reality interaction and interactive
features that will deliver both technical and
business advice to help technicians and
workshop owners work smarter, not harder.
Three dedicated training hubs will focus content around the
three major themes of Training, Tools & Technology. A hard
copy training guide will be provided to store information
collected throughout a visit to the event and more than 100
exclusive deals and discounts will be available. Topics to be
covered by expert speakers in the Training Hubs include:
• The rise of Electrification
• ADAS & Autonomous Technology
• MOT, Service & Repair

EVENT PREVIEW

•C
 ollision Repair – Body repair, ADAS regulations and latest
techniques
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• Enhanced Connectivity – remote & intelligent
diagnostics, ‘Over the air’ updates
• TPMS
Expert speakers include technical representatives
from Valeo, Castrol, Autogem, Bosch & Dayco.

The EV Hub
The EV Hub will explore:
• Rise of Electrification
• EV Health & Safety
• Battery Removal
• The changing infrastructure for rapid charging HPC
800 volts systems
Expert speakers include technical representatives
from Thatcham Research, Alliance Automotive Group,
HEVRA, IMI & Cleevely Electric Vehicles

The Bodyshop Hub
Focusing on:
• Changes in Collision repair
• ADAS
• Body repair techniques

• Increasing Digitalisation – service aggregation, on ondemand services, workshop management systems

• Paint

• E nhanced Connectivity – remote diagnostics, ‘Over the air’
updates

• BS10125

• S kills & Recruitment – attracting, retaining, and upskilling a
workforce
•B
 usiness Service & Advice – from workshop management
systems to digital marketing and service aggregation.

• Refinishing

• EV repair
Expert speakers include technical representatives
from Thatcham Research, Bosch, The IMI, LKQ Euro
Car Parts, School of Thought

ARE YOUR TECHNICIANS
EV READY?
WE OFFER A COMPLETE
SOLUTION FOR ALL
YOUR ELECTRIC/HYBRID,
MOT AND TECHNICAL
TRAINING NEEDS.
We provide the highest quality
training courses to workshops
and individuals in the UK's
aftermarket, many of which can
be delivered on-site.
• Electric/Hybrid Vehicle
(Levels 2-4)
• MOT Manager
• MOT Tester
• MOT Annual Training and
Assessment
• VTS Compliance Audits
• ADAS
• Air Conditioning Servicing
and Refrigerant Handling
• REACT
• Commercial courses

VISIT US AT

THE UK GARAGE &
BODYSHOP EVENT

8-9 JUNE 2022

NEC BIRMINGHAM

STAND A40

Tel: 01234 432988
Email: hello@autotechtraining.co.uk
Web: autotechtraining.co.uk

Experts assemble!

The aftermarket’s top trainers and industry
experts will share their insights and practical
advice at the UK Garage and Bodyshop Event

Fast-Track®️ Intelligent Diagnostics
Tristain Hindle, National Sales Manager at Snap-on Diagnostics
UK

Event organisers have announced the first round of guest
speakers who will share industry insights and technical talks at
the event.

Discover how Fast-Track®️ Intelligent Diagnostics helps you
get to the fix faster. This revolutionary diagnostic software is
what makes Snap-on tools stand out from the rest. This short
seminar will bring more “flow” to your diagnostic workflow.

Andy Hamilton of LKQ Euro Car Parts will present the opening
address at the event, who will be followed by more than 40
others, including James Dillon, Steve Carter, Dean Lander of
Thatcham, ‘The Garage Inspector’ Andy Savva, Quentin Le
Hetet of GiPA and many more.

Valeo Transmission Systems – The Dual Wet Clutch
Stewart Lynch, Valeo Service UK Technical Trainer

Insight, opinion and training will also be presented
from experts including James Ludford of Castrol Oils,
Automechanika Garage of the Year winner Hayley Pells of
Avia Autos, Michael Mayer of Liqui Moly and Valeo’s Stewart
Lynch. Also speaking are ‘The DPF Doctor’ Darren Darling,
autotechnician contributor Andy Crook from GotBoost, and
automotive industry author Tom Denton.

The Do’s and Don’ts of DPF Repairs
Darren Darling, founder of The DPF Doctor network

Visitors to the UK Garage and Bodyshop Event can also see
dedicated training sessions from leading suppliers such as
Group Auto, Snap-On, Castrol, Valeo and Liqui Moly. Training
sessions and live talks will cover TPMS, intelligent diagnostics,
getting ready for EVs, The Dos and Don’ts of DPF Repair, The
Future of Hydrogen and much more.

Workshop hub highlights:

EVENT PREVIEW

The Workshop Hub will include sessions from LKQ Euro Car
Parts, Bosch, Castrol, Dayco, Snap-on Diagnostics, Valeo and the
DPF Doctor Darren Darling. The first round of presentations to
be confirmed are:
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Understanding the right oil selection for your workshop
with Castrol Technical
James Ludford, Castrol UK Technical Services Advisor
An overview of the UK Car parc, what this means for the
workshop, why so many oils are required and how Castrol and
The Race Group simplify stocking and fitting the right oil.
Workshop Support & Opportunities
Steven Carolan, National Sales Manager at Dayco Aftermarket
Solutions
Dayco will present its latest aftermarket products and the
opportunities these present to workshops.

Valeo will cover the technology involved in the Dual Wet
Clutch and its advantages.

Darren will provide some key points that will help you to build
a good DPF diagnostic process to prevent common mistakes.
Darren Darling has been a vehicle technician since 1990 and
heads up training at The DPF Doctor network with workshops
around the world benefitting from his industry-leading, realworld training.
Within the EV Hub, autotechnician contributor Andy Crook of
GotBoost Training will be considering the future of Hydrogen in
the quest for more sustainable travel. Andy’s expertise is broad,
ranging from vehicle diagnostic processes and measurement
techniques to renewable energy resource management.
Andy is a regular contributor in this magazine and at
autotechnician’s Big Weekend. He will be exploring the topic
of Hydrogen and its role in the future of personal mobility. He
will explore the topics of hydrogen production, storage and
safety during his presentation.

“We have an exceptional line up of the best
industry talent attending to offer visitors
tangible insight, knowledge, and skills to
futureproof their businesses and adapt
working practices. This will ensure their
workshop operations are as streamlined
as possible given the current cost of energy
issues. This event is a must-attend for those
businesses who don’t wish to fall behind.”
Grant Elrick, sales director at Messe Frankfurt UK,
organisers of the exhibition

Nicola St Clair

Rob Marshall

Gareth Davies

Pete Melville

Ask the Experts
All those presenting at the Workshop and EV Hubs
will be meeting visitors shortly after their sessions,
and throughout the 2-day event, at autotechnician
magazine’s informal Ask the Experts lounge area,
location G36.

are very welcome. Visitors can also try out autotech’s online
assessments – both new and existing users who log in and
take the new test, or another multiple choice quiz from the
online resource on the stand, will be entered into a prize draw
to win £200.

The team, trainers, industry experts, magazine contributors
and readers will come together to discuss the trade, share
advice and help visitors explore their next steps in their
training journey, or simply enjoy a natter over a drink. All

Join thousands of technicians and business owners at the
UK Garage and Bodyshop event at the NEC Birmingham
from June 8th-9th. Free tickets are available now at www.
ukgaragebodyshopevent.com.

SIMPLY

EVENT PREVIEW

MORE THAN
JUST CLEAN

BIOCLEAN
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At a glance
• Bosch will have a vehicle on their stand
to showcase its ADAS 3000 kit and
battery support, with live demos
• Dayco’s stand will feature technical talks
and demos, with prizes for attendees to
its Q&A sessions
• Snap-on will highlight new products for
ADAS, Intelligent diagnostics and host
EV training on their stand.

Exhibitor news
Organisers assure us that there will be plenty
on offer at the event to easily fill two days but
even if you can only manage just the one, the
intention is to send you back to the workshop
with a head full of inspired ideas, clutching a
folder full of useful contacts, having learned
something new.

EVENT PREVIEW

There’s no shortage of trainers to advise on any training gaps
you are looking to fill or suppliers who can provide product
and service details if you are in the market for a new piece of
equipment or you’re looking to add a new revenue stream, as
well as industry experts who are keen to talk about key trends
and who can advise workshop owners on all areas of business.
I think many of us are keen to get together once more in
person to connect and support each other through challenges
and emerging opportunities.

• Castrol will be looking at the UK car
parc within their presentation and the
implications on oil requirements and
helping visitors support workshop
efficiency
• OSRAM will showcase its wide range of
standard and upgrade bulbs, as well as
its Workshop Solutions bulb stands on
Stand E32.

“The tools we want to equip our visitors with go beyond the
technician’s toolbox, and includes the knowledge, technology
and equipment in the back-office function that help
bodyshops and garages to run their businesses more efficiently
and profitably,” says Kristian Johnstone, Project Director at
Messe Frankfurt UK, organisers of the exhibition.
Training partners and exhibitors include the Automotive
Alliance Group (Group Auto), Bilstein Group (Blue print & febi
Bilstein) Bosch Automotive Aftermarket UK, Castrol with their
ambassador partner, The Race Group, Dayco Europe, Liqui
Moly UK, LKQ Euro Car Parts, Snap-on Diagnostics, Thatcham
Research, Tunap, Valeo, and ZF [pro]Tech.

“Not only will I be taking the
opportunity to gain a deeper
understanding of the kit I intend to
purchase before the Super Deduction
runs out, but I will also be participating
in some of the panels. The Modern
Garage will be discussing the
challenges a small business like mine
is likely to face, and I will be actively
supporting OESAA members, the
IAAF, and the IMI. I am really looking
forward to networking outside
of Facebook.”
Hayley Pells, Avia Autos
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“ We can get 1000’s
of OE green parts
at great prices, and
with fast delivery”
Talha, IN’n’OUT Autocentres, Reading

Green parts are recycled Original Equipment parts.
NEW eBay platform exclusively for business
ONLY VRAC certified automotive recyclers

Find us at the
UK Garage
& Bodyshop
Event on stand
E54!

Savings of up to 70% versus OEM parts RRP
Next day delivery available on over 90% of parts

See more at: ebayforbusiness.co.uk

green parts for business

A lack of technical knowhow
Reports from the UK aftermarket, including the DPF Doctor Network, indicate that up to
70% of DPFs are being permanently damaged as a result of misuse or overuse of additives,
unnecessary multiple forced regenerations or simply a lack of technical knowhow. This is
costing the UK’s motorists millions in replacement DPFs, often pushing business back to the
main dealers as well as damaging the reputation of independent workshops.
Kalimex and JLM are on a mission to educate the aftermarket and are working closely
with Darren Darling, the founder of the international DPF Doctor Network. Independent
workshops who have become DPF Doctors have benefitted massively from the high-level
training and huge wealth of knowledge within the network. Visit Stand B30 to find out
more about JLM’s professional range and The DPF Doctor network.

Explore Autotech training
Autotech Training will demonstrate
to visitors at the show how they can
upskill their workforce to future proof
their businesses from Stand A40, and
how they can tailor courses to meet
a workshop’s needs and deliver them
on-site to reduce travel costs and
downtime.
It offers a range of courses, from IMI
Levels 2-4 Electric/Hybrid Vehicle
training through to MOT Tester, MOT
Manager, ADAS, Air-Conditioning and
REACT training.

Members of the Autotech Training team (pictured within their purpose-built EV Training
suite) will be at the UK Garage & Bodyshop Event

YouTube’s ‘Autolass’ and restored Escort MKII will join Lucas Oil team
Lucas Oil will introduce new car care products, developments with the Lucas Oil Academy and
reward visitors with daily giveaways. Jody Bevan (AKA YouTube’s ‘Autolass’), Brand Ambassador
for Lucas Oil, will bring her lovingly restored blue Ford Escort MKII to the stand. It will help
publicise her “Classic Starter Car Raffle Prize for Charity” – the prize being a fully refurbished
Morris Ital 1.7, in typical 1981 beige. Her online experiences of life as a female auto technician,
while running her Oldham-based MnJ Autocar repair workshop, have made her a rising online
media star. At the show, she will provide full details about the prize, how to get tickets as well
as news about how she and some of her fellow auto professionals will be restoring the vehicle
over the coming months. Their technical team will also be available to provide technical
support. Join them on Stand E62 to learn more.

EVENT PREVIEW

Ask the experts!
Visitors to autotechnician’s Ask the Expert’s lounge at the UK Garage & Bodyshop
Event at Birmingham NEC June 8-9th will be able to meet experts and trainers
presenting over the two days. Head to the informal lounge area, Stand G36 – a
stone’s throw away from the EV & Hybrid hub – and you can also try out autotech’s
online assessments – both new and existing users who log in and take the new
test, or another multiple choice quiz from the online resource on the stand, will be
entered into a prize draw to win £200. Speak to a member of the team to also find
out more about the Big Weekend training event in Warwick taking place Friday
23rd and Saturday 24th September. Stand G36.

Join thousands of technicians and business owners at the UK Garage and Bodyshop event at the NEC Birmingham from
June 8th-9th. Free tickets are available now at www.ukgaragebodyshopevent.com
Remember to swing by autotechnician’s Ask the Expert’s lounge, Stand G36. We look forward to seeing you there!
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David Roberts is the West
Midlands-based Castrol
Champion and Autotechnician
joined him for a day in the
West Midlands

On the move with a Castrol Champion
Extolling the benefits to garages of joining the
Castrol Service network leads to mixed but positive
responses, as Rob Marshall discovered, when he
joined Castrol's Champion for a typical day out on the
road.

ON THE MOVE

With a job title befitting a superhero, David Roberts' feet are
planted firmly on the ground. "Castrol Champion is not a fancy
title for a salesman; I am a technician," he insists with a smile.
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Qualified to IMI Level 3, David left over a decade's worth of
workshop experience and five years technical training to join
Castrol seven months ago. The 36-year-old reports that his
hands-on background places him at an advantage, especially
when meeting fellow motor trade professionals. Apart from his
practical experience within workshop environments, joining
one of the most prominent British oil blenders has given him
further insight into the role lubricants play, long after the
vehicle leaves the garage.

The Mum Test
While David spends much of his time on the road, a Castrol
Champion does not cold-call every workshop but seeks out the
best ones. Every visit follows diligent research. He explains that

David shows Chris Jenks of RC Motors how Castrol Service provides
the tools, training, equipment and support to improve workshop
efficiency, make life easier and foster further trust between the
independent aftermarket and the customer

Reputation, reputation, reputation

“As the impressive
premises are not
permitted to display
BMW trademarks, he
views Castrol's £3,000
investment in signage and
dual-branded clothing as
the main attraction"
this includes examining the proximity of neighbouring
garages to ensure that Castrol Service members do not
end up competing for the same clientele. Initial quality
audits are performed online and include examining
social media profiles, customer reviews and the general
financial health.
"I then apply the Mum test," admits David, "Would I be
happy with this business looking after her car? If my gut
feeling is right, I arrange a meeting, because nothing
beats meeting the business and the people behind it,
when gauging a potential relationship."

Our next scheduled appointment involved heading eastbound
on the M54 motorway to the independent German car
specialist, BMWillenhall of Walsall. Having been visited
previously, Managing Director, Roop Mathrau had been
considering the benefits of being a Castrol Service member for
several months.
Speaking to AT, Mr Mathrau explains that a Castrol partnership
has reputational benefits, considering the blender's OE
partnership with both BMW and MINI. He also feels that the
association helps to reinforce his dealer level professionalism.
As the impressive premises are not permitted to display BMW
trademarks, he views Castrol's £3,000 investment in signage
and dual-branded clothing as the main attraction.
Access to Castrol's technical support is also a notable
inducement, even for a marque expert. For instance, as certain
older M-series performance BMWs have very targeted oil
specifications, and many of BMWillenhall's customers are
discerning enthusiasts, having Castrol's support helps cut
the time required to research the right oil for the correct
application.

Every garage is different
Our final scheduled visit took us to Priorslee Motor Services
in Telford, a very different proposition to the single-marque
specialist. Aside from MOT, maintenance and repairs, it offers
while-you-wait tyre and exhaust fitting facilities and has just
invested in Hella ADAS equipment. Its Managing Director,

Making the stars align
It is no secret that workshops continue to be very busy
and, unsurprisingly, the relevant contact tends not
to be tied to a desk all day. The managers of the first
two garages that we frequented wanted to hear more
about being affiliated with Castrol but were not on the
premises at the time of our pre-arranged visit. With staff
being unable to tell us when their colleagues were due
to return, David left messages and offered to return at a
later date.

ON THE MOVE

The family-run RC Motors of Shrewsbury, our third
workshop visit of the day, was David's first contact with
the business. While the owner was also off-site, Office
Manager, Chris Jenks, was most interested in having
an oil product top-up display stand made prominent
in the customer reception area. For the workshop, he
saw access to Castrol's online technical training and
the engine warranty programme as the most helpful
advantages. While he agreed that having RC Motors
registered on the castrol.com website would be useful
for reputation and promotional reasons, Mr Jenks
admitted that the garage was extremely busy already.
However, he was unsure if the company could fulfil the
minimum annual purchase target of 2,000 litres. David
explained that the 'Castrol Lite' programme halves this
minimum target and, while it offers fewer benefits, it
is a useful stepping-stone for businesses that harbour
the ambition to grow and become a Castrol Service
workshop in the future. David departed, leaving Chris
with the relevant literature to present to the garage
owner, and promised to return in several weeks' time.
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Roop Matharu, MD
of BMWillenhall, sees
being associated with
Castrol as beneficial for
his business, due to the
company's OEM work
with BMW and MINI

Sarah Smith, revealed that the latest vehicles' lubrication
requirements have resulted in the company overhauling its
previous fixed-priced servicing schedules, which were based
solely on engine sizes, due mainly to the variable costs of
consumables, including engine oil.

ON THE MOVE

When contemplating entering the three years contract with
Castrol, Ms Smith saw no issue with achieving the 2,000 litres
minimum annual purchase target and purchasing 95% Castrol
products. The signage and dual-branded clothing investment
is also a draw, as are the technical and engine warranty backups. She queried Castrol's pricing, especially as the company
does not offer periodic motor-factor type special offers. David
highlighted that prices are being reviewed and Sarah agreed
that some existing Castrol lubricant prices are lower than some
of those procured currently.
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we visited placing different emphasis on the Castrol Service
advantages. While the Castrol brand carries considerable
cachet, and the behind-the-scenes support is clearly valuable,
it is reassuring that the company sees the value in face-toface communication, with its Castrol Champions attempting
no pushy sales techniques. With the independent sector
facing pressures from all directions, it is heartening that such
opportunities exist to support our sector, make technician
life easier, help the workshop perform better and, above all,
contributing to a stronger aftermarket.

Considering that Priorslee Motor Services order consumables
the day before the vehicle is booked in, Castrol's 3-4 day
delivery time poses a sticking point, especially as technicians
do not always monitor barrel levels. Even so, the company
remains tempted, especially with Castrol expanding its remit
into EV oils.

The same but different...
With its flexible nature, the Castrol Service scheme recognises
that every garage has diverse needs, proven by every business

Some garages worry about losing their independence but the
Castrol Service network is designed to support, not dominate.
Based in the West Midlands and part of Certas Energy, the Race
Group administers the Castrol Service programme and supplies the
network with all lubricants.

Contact Info:

Any Battery.
Anywhere.

DISTRIBUTED BY:

Official suppliers of Exide Batteries.

Visit us at uk.ecobat.tech

Call us on 01743 218500

Virtual training
hits the road
Our Virtual Academy has entered the world of faceto-face training and is offering technicians who have
the Level 3 Award, the chance to supercharge their
electric vehicle diagnostic skills with its EV Masters
Roadshow, developed in partnership with HEVRA.
autotechnician joined six technicians on the last day of their
EV Masters course within an RAC workshop near Brands Hatch
in Kent, who were intensely writing notes and enthusiastically
discussing the next course of action to take whilst investigating
an isolation fault on a Toyota Prius. Over the four days, trainer
Peter Banks guided them through practical scenarios on the
Prius and Renault Zoe to ensure they had the underlying
knowledge and diagnostic techniques to complete the
various modules required to achieve the IMI Level 4 Award.
It’s very much a hands-on experience, with perhaps just three
or four hours of the course within the classroom discussing
theory. Peter told us: “Technicians do their job on their feet
and work with their hands and the best place for training
is in the workshop. Like a lot of people, learning through
action and application cements knowledge in their minds. It’s
about developing the skills as well, getting them comfortable
working around the high voltage systems.”

“This incorporates IMI Level 4, but it’s called EV Masters
for a reason,” Ben Stockton, MD of Our Virtual Academy
told autotechnician. “We’re very good trainers but we do
acknowledge we’re not there working day in, day out at the
grindstone seeing all of the various faults that are around and
this is where our tie up with HEVRA has come in. Pete Melville
has been collecting failed components for a donor vehicle that
we can use, simulating genuine faults that have happened and
have been diagnosed throughout the HEVRA network.”
The four-day EV Masters training costs £1,395 + VAT
per person. In addition to receiving an OVA EV Masters
certificate and an IMI L4 certificate, attendees also gain
three months free access to the advanced hybrid and
electric content on OurVirtualAcademy.com.

ON THE MOVE

www.ourvirtualacademy.com/ev-masters-roadshow
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Over four days, technicians are fully immersed in the practical
diagnosis of hybrid and electric vehicles, giving candidates the
skills, knowledge, and confidence to efficiently diagnose then
carry out subsequent repairs of electrified vehicles. The training
includes the function, operation and diagnosis of the following
systems: Hybrid/Electric Vehicle Powertrain Management –
Sensors, Actuators, and Control Methods; Charging Systems
– Cables, Connections,
Communication
Protocols; Battery
Management Systems –
Operating States, Failure
Modes, Monitoring
Systems, Thermal
Management; Battery
Diagnosis and Repair –
Live Work and Analysis;
Hybrid/Electric Vehicle
Safety and Protection
Systems – Interlock,
Isolation, Insulation, and
Bonding Circuits.

EV Masters 4-day training is taking place at:
Location

Date

Shropshire

17-20 MAY

Brands Hatch

21-24 JUN

Shropshire

28 JUN – 1 JULY

Milton Keynes 12-15 JULY
Rutherglen

19-22 JULY

West Norfolk

26-29 JULY

Brands Hatch

16-19 AUG

Inverness

04-07 OCT

West Norfolk

25-28 OCT

Email Sales@OurVirtualAcademy.com or call
020 3286 2228 for more information.

New to Range
We are proud to introduce our new extensive Starline
battery range which covers not only the automotive
market, but also batteries specifically designed for a
number of applications including standard automotive,
commercial, marine, leisure.
Starline batteries are designed for maximum starting
power, completely maintenance free and meet the
highest quality standards. Manufactured using the latest
calcium technology to withstand higher temperatures
with improved shelf life and overall performance.
Available in:
• Standard automotive
• Start-Stop, AGM and EFB
• Commercial
• Leisure

Find out more about this “Powerful” new range
at omnipart.eurocarparts.com/Omnihub

Call your local branch now!

Ring Automotive's Alan
Povey welcomes technicians
and garage owners into the
Workshop Solutions van
packed with useful workshop
equipment and provides
product & technical advice

Workshop solutions brought to the
garage door
autotechnician hits the road with the Workshop
Solutions van with Ring Automotive’s Alan Povey
to learn about some of the technical issues he’s
addressing on the move
Alan Povey started out on the tools, before moving into
automotive retail, customer support and technical roles for
major automotive parts suppliers. Now Technical Manager at
Ring Automotive, he enthusiastically shares practical advice
with technicians and workshop owners across the UK and
Ireland from the Workshop Solutions Van. From his kitted-out
van, an Aladdin’s cave for visitors, he details the broad range
of OSRAM and Ring products with his audience, providing
demonstrations and technical advice to help workshops save
time, money and hassle.

ON THE MOVE

autotechnician met up with Alan at the Broadstairs branch
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of their Jayar distributors on a bright Spring morning and
went along to their first stop of the day at Ash Automotive in
St Peter’s. Owner John is a self-proclaimed petrol head who
began helping out in his dad’s workshop from a young age
and went on to work for TVR. He takes on all makes and models
but his passion lays with classic vehicles. Chatting with Alan
in the van parked up outside is a welcome break out of his
busy morning as he discovers its range of dash cams, battery
support units and smart chargers, EV cables, inspection lamps,
light bars, and vehicle sanitisers. He admits he had not realised
the breadth of products available from OSRAM and Ring.
People can buy directly from the van, but many sales happen
back at the local distributor, after they ‘try before they buy.’ Alan
provides an overview of the products and spends the majority

of his time talking about technical issues arising from changing
technology, passing on practical, product and business advice
that can benefit both themselves and their customers.
“How we deal with batteries has changed dramatically from
a basic analogue charger. You can't use that on an AGM or
EFBs,” Alan says, when we ask him to overview the types of
products potential customers are asking after. “Well, that’s not
entirely right, you can use them, but you're going to damage
the battery. Everything's moving down the smart charger
route. We showcase our new 12/24V SmartCharge Pro unit
[that recharges with variable rates of 5, 10, 20 and 30 amps and
can also supply 30A continuous charge for battery support
functions]. The range will develop this year to the 100/120-amp
units, where you’re doing major diagnostics and remapping.
Jump packs are now getting lighter, which makes it easier for
the garage to haul around rather than a big heavy unit, but
we’re also showcasing the rest of the products we do like our
multimeter, our battery tester, and showing them how these
work. They're not just testing the battery when it needs it,
they're doing it as each car comes in… The heartbeat of the

Simple oversight can result in major cost
A chap from a local garage steps into the van and the
discussion turns to the issue of burnout on headlights, a
situation where incorrect fitment leads to a needless expense
for the motorist and ultimately, a cost in reputation for the
workshop.

engine is the battery. They can print out the results too, so they
explain what's going on with the car.
“Most people are under the illusion they can carry on doing
short distances, particularly with AGM, EFB batteries. They'll
lose something like 3% of their charge a week just stood still.
People get in their car and realise the Stop-Start doesn't work,
or the mirrors, or windows… It's important from the garage's
point of view that they can test the customer's car, they can
give them advice, and if need be, fit a charger, hard wire it in for
them. You've got batteries in the boot now rather than under
the bonnet – most people wouldn't know where to locate
the battery, let alone how to couple it up. So, the garage can
take all that aggravation away from the customer, they can
give them advice. AGM and EFB batteries can be anywhere
between £100 or £200 pounds. I know there's an Audi one,
that’s around £700... If the garage can help that customer
protect that battery, they're actually saving them money. It's
good, professional workmanship that we want in the industry.”

“There’s a big plastic cowling and you've got to lock it in, if
you don't, the earth shorts out. They melt and then eventually
the bulb itself will blow and you've got to replace the whole
unit, which could be a couple of hundred quid. You can't
just replace the bulb anymore and it's purely and simply that
whoever is installing them has not made sure it's actually keyed
in properly. They go to the first where it's a bit tight and they
won't tighten it anymore because they think they're forcing it
but it actually locks into a key way.
“It's one of those things where “I know how to fit a light bulb!”
But the system has changed. It's not just about now fitting the
light bulb, it's making sure that it's fitted properly. Its important
garages understand and we're giving them the information
but also the end users understand too. The days of the DIY guy
fitting his own light bulbs is over. It’s a bit precarious at the best
of times.”
If you are a garage owner or Ring/OSRAM customer
interested in the Ring and OSRAM Workshop Solutions Van
visiting your site, contact your local Area Sales Manager.
www.ringautomotive.com
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Leak free systems...
…more important than ever

See us on Stand C16 at the Garage & Bodyshop Event
NEC BIRMINGHAM 8-9 JUNE
Contact your Primalec distributor or Factor or call us for details on 01622
customers@primalec.co.uk | www.primalec.co.uk

816955

Primalec, Nettlestead Green, Nr. Maidstone, Kent ME18 5HD, England.
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Parts, Tools & Tips
New products, fitting tips & technical advice to ease fault-finding and installation

REPAIR KIT FOR THE VAG DQ381 ‘WET’
DOUBLE CLUTCH SYSTEM
The new LuK RepSet 2CT kit, part number 602002600, can
service over 300,000 popular VAG vehicles that are equipped
with the DQ381 ‘wet’ double clutch system, including the Audi
A3, Q2, Q3 and TT, Seat Ateca, Leon and Tarraco, Skoda Karoq,
Octavia and Superb and Volkswagen Caddy, Golf VII, Passat,
T-Roc, Tiguan and Touran.
The DQ381, is an electronically controlled, twin-clutch,
multiple-shaft, automatic gearbox, in either a transaxle or
traditional transmission layout, depending on the engine/drive
configuration, and features automated clutch operation and
selectable fully automatic or semi-manual gear selection. Smaller
and lighter than previous versions, it was developed to reduce
fuel consumption and lower emissions.
The parts in the LuK RepSet 2CT box are the same as Schaeffler
delivers to vehicle manufacturers for original fitment, and an IMI
certified REPXPERT two-day transmission course is available so
that technicians have the confidence to perform professional
double clutch replacements.

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

www.repxpert.co.uk
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Making an enquiry?
Please mention you saw it in
Autotechnician!

TOOL PROMOTION
Sealey’s second edition of its Tool Promotion has ten
pages dedicated to their current clearance items,
including deals saving up to 72%, with Arc Welders and
Accessory Kits, including 140A, 160A and 180A models,
on offer with up to 50% off.
More than 55 new products are highlighted, across
Jacking & Lifting, Vehicle Service, Lighting & Power,
and Safety Products. The new SCR9HV Hi-Vis Green
Mechanic’s Utility Seat, pictured, has a steel framework
with a powder coated finish for strength and durability
and is fitted with a storage tray underneath. The thick,
cushioned padding provides added comfort, whilst the
easy-rolling rubber castors with ball-bearing swivel,
ensure ease of manoeuvrability.
New to their Vehicle Service range are the two Ø8mm
Camera Borescopes, available with 2m cable (VS8111)
or 10m cable (VS8112). They feature a 60mm colour
LCD screen and waterproof, IP67 rated, probe pod.
Both models accept a micro-SD card (not supplied) to
store videos and images and the 2.5Ah Lithium battery
allows up to 10 hours operating time. The kits come
complete with 45° mirror, hook and magnetic pick-up.
A new HT104R Head Torch features a 5W COB LED front
strip light & 3W LED bulb side torch. An auto-sensor is
activated by pressing the sensor button and the torch
is powered by a rechargeable 3.7V 1.2Ah battery with
Type-C USB charging lead supplied.
www.sealey.co.uk
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1750W Induction Heater

Ø8mm Camera Video Borescope

SAVE

• Model No. VS260
• List Price £799.95
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Check out the

HUGE SAVINGS
Valid until 30 June 2022.

100pc Mechanic’s Tool Kit

2F0F%
LIST

OFF

www.sealey.co.uk
Tel. +44 (0)1284 757500
email: sales@sealey.co.uk

th

SAVE

£16L0IST

in our
Clearance
Section!

Exc.
£639.95 VAT
Inc.
£767.94 VAT

O

• Model No. VS8112
• List Price £99.95

Exc.
£79.95 VAT
Inc.
£95.94 VAT

5W COB & 3W LED Bulb Head
Torch with Auto-Sensor
• Model No. HT104R
• List Price £24.95
Exc.
£20.95 VAT
Inc.
£25.14 VAT

8V Cordless Grease Gun

SAVE

2F0F%
LIST

• Model No. CPG8V
• List Price £99.95

O

Exc.
£79.95 VAT
Inc.
£95.94 VAT

16" High Velocity Drum Fan
Mechanic’s Utility Seat
Hi-Vis Green

SAVE

SAVE

O

OF

• Model No. AK7400
• List Price £164.95

£109.95
£131.94

Exc.
VAT
Inc.
VAT

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO ENTER
OUR LATEST COMPETITION!

£2F L6IST

• Model No. HVD16
• List Price £114.95

Exc.
£88.95 VAT
Inc.
£106.74 VAT

OUT NOW!

3F3F%
LIST

• Model No.
SCR9HV
• List Price
£57.45

Exc.
£43.95 VAT
Inc.
£52.74 VAT

TOOL CATALOGUE

Even bigger and better than ever, our
2021/22 edition includes over 11,900
products designed for use in the
trade - including over 2,800 brand
new products!
Don’t miss out and order your FREE
copy on our website now.

OFFERS WILL BE WITHDRAWN WHEN STOCK IS SOLD. PRICES EXCLUDE VAT UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO CHANGE PRODUCTS AND PRICING AT ANY TIME, E & OE. *PLEASE REFER TO
WWW.SEALEY.CO.UK/GUARANTEE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON GUARANTEES.

EV TRANSMISSION FLUIDS
Castrol ON EV Transmission Fluids designed for use on electrified vehicle powertrains
are available in five-litre packs. The D1 and D2 variants suit a wide range of EVs, helping
to extend the life of the drivetrain system and designed to enable EVs to go further on
a single charge.
The fully synthetic fluid is designed for use on transmissions paired with dry e-motors,
offering high levels of gear and bearing protection, and joins the broader range
consisting of EV Thermal Fluids and EV Greases.
“As greater volumes of electric vehicles enter the aftermarket, more OEMs have asked
us to make an advanced EV transmission fluid available to their workshop partners,
to support ongoing repair and maintenance activity,” comments Patrick Bauer, Castrol
Senior Technologist. “While these fluids in some EVs are deemed ‘fill for life’, workshops
need replacement product in the event of a repair, and there can also be a requirement
to change the product early to safeguard protection in certain use cases.”
www.castrol.co.uk/evfluids

MOTORCYCLE APPLICATIONS
Motorcycle racing legend John McGuinness is featured on the front cover of NGK’s new
2022/2023 Motorcycle and ATV catalogue. The racer, who has notched up 23 TT wins
and 47 podiums over his career, will compete in his 100th TT race this year and is an
ambassador for the ignition and sensor specialist.
The new catalogue includes 297-part numbers with 41 new motorcycle applications
and three new ones for All-Terrain Vehicles (ATV).There are 3,592 applications for
motorcycles and 416 for ATVs.
NGK Spark Plugs (UK) Ltd Marketing Manager Mark Hallam said: “Motorcyclists love
our Iridium IX spark plugs for their ability to provide enhanced ignition efficiency,
better acceleration, faster starting and smoother running, longer life, and better fuel
consumption. They are a must-fit in the motorcycling racing world, so it is apt that a
legendary racer like John is featured on the cover.”
McGuinness, who was awarded an MBE for services to motorcycle racing, will sport the NGK logo in all six races
when riding for the official Honda Team at the 2022 Isle of Man TT and also when he competes in the 600cc races at this
year’s event which is being held from May 28-June 11.
www.ngkntk.com/uk

NEW TOOLS FEATURE IN LATEST CATALOGUE
A new product catalogue from Launch Tech UK covers its expanded range and is available to
view and download from its website. Dave Richards, managing director at Launch Tech UK,
said: “All Launch Tech UK’s equipment is designed for multi-brand diagnostics use and can
interrogate the multiple control units found on modern cars.”

Also featuring is Launch Tech’s CAT-501S, which cleans and maintains entire
transmissions system with just one device. With direct detergent filling, this allows
fluid to be selected according to viscosity, and the unit monitors oil temperature and
pressure.
The catalogue also provides details on the latest Launch development, the Smartlink VCI, which allows for over-the-air diagnostics.
This supports Launch Tech UK’s Super Remote Diagnosis (SRD), a new development that allows a technician to call a service
provider, who using the Smartlink®B device, will connect to the vehicle remotely. The supplier says it is then possible to carry out
almost any diagnostic or programming function, on almost any vehicle using OEM or aftermarket tools.
The new catalogue can be viewed/downloaded from www.launchtech.co.uk

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

Its maintenance and servicing equipment range includes TPMS readers, diesel particulate
filter (DPF) cleaning tools, air conditioning servicing units, and brake fluid exchangers. The
features of each its workshop tools are highlighted, such as Launch Tech’s VT46 – capable
of sensor activation, ECU reset and programming on all makes of RF tyre valve, and
Launch’s DPF Gun, designed to help with the cleaning of DPFs.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF CLEANED COOLING SYSTEMS
MAHLE has reminded technicians of the importance and benefits
of cleaning cooling systems following contamination in its latest
technical bulletin, highlighting the fact that contamination and
leakage are among the most common types of damage to the cooling
circuit.
If there are leaks to the outside, the source of the defect is relatively quick
and easy to locate, however the diagnosis of a problem is much harder if it
is an internal issue. Oil in the cooling system can trigger various problems,
including causing the seal to the plastic housing of the water tank in some
radiators to swell, resulting in leaks.
Deposits and contamination, such as corrosion, limescale, sealant, or
other foreign objects, can also damage components in the cooling circuit.
Foreign matter can block the narrow pipework in the radiator, corrode
materials, or lead to increased wear on the mechanical seal of the coolant
pump, for example.
On discovery of oil or other contaminants in the cooling system, the root
cause must be dealt with. Once this has been done, to maintain longer-term health of the system and prevent further issues, MAHLE
says the entire cooling system must be flushed several times with a special cooling system cleaner while the engine is at operating
temperature, following specifications outlined by the vehicle manufacturer and coolant producer.
Finally, when no more residues or foreign objects are present, the system must be flushed with warm water until only clear water
runs out. After cleaning the cooling circuit, the system must be refilled with fresh coolant in the correct ratio of water to antifreeze.
The most effective way to do this is with a vacuum-venting device that reliably prevents air traps from forming.

CLASSIC CLUTCH RANGE
First Line has expanded its Borg and Beck Classic Clutch
range, which consists of more than 60 Borg & Beck Classic
Clutch Kits, applicable to over 250 British vehicles dating
back to 1935, enabling classic car enthusiasts to maintain
the vehicle’s heritage.

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

Borg and Beck’s Classic Clutch range is manufactured
to original standards, but with new driving styles
compounded by modern-day traffic management, a
more durable solution is often required, as Jon Roughley,
Global Marketing Director at First Line, explains: “It
is more common for drivers to keep the clutch pedal
depressed whilst sitting stationary, as opposed to
putting the vehicle in neutral and putting the handbrake
on, which can cause rapid failure to a carbon bearing,”
Roughley says.
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Carbon bearings were designed to withstand short
amounts of contact with the cover release plate, typical of the contact found whilst changing gear. If the car is regularly
driven, it’s best to upgrade to a ball race bearing.
“Ball race bearings are designed to be in continual contact, and spin with the clutch. This makes it far less likely to fail if
the driver has their foot continually on the pedal. Ball race bearings are found on all modern-day clutches, which offers
a much more durable solution,” Roughley comments.
For this reason, Borg and Beck offer Clutch Kits with the more robust ball race bearing for Jaguar’s classic E-TYPE, Mk
II and XK models 1950-1970 (HK5229HD), for MGB and MGB GT 1962-69 (HK9679); MGC 1967-69 (HK9636HD); Austin
Healey 3000, Jaguar E-TYPE, Mk II, Mk X, S-Type and XK (HK9702HD), as well as the kits with the original carbon bearing.
The full range can be looked-up via application or cross reference in First Line’s online catalogue, WebCat
https://webcat.firstline.co.uk

A long-standing
tradition of OE
partnerships
Being ﬁtted as Original Equipment on a new
car model is the ultimate validation of our quest
for braking excellence. JURID has a longstanding tradition of OE partnerships with vehicle
manufacturers - from the most popular to the most
iconic brands in the world.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Alfa Romeo
Audi
Bentley
BMW
Cadillac
Chevrolet

•
•
•
•
•
•

Chrysler
Citroën
Dacia
Fiat
Ford
Honda

•
•
•
•
•
•

Iveco
Jaguar
Jeep
KIA
Lamborghini
Lancia

•
•
•
•
•
•

Land Rover
Mazda
Mercedes Benz
Mini
Mitsubishi
Nissan

•
•
•
•
•
•

Opel
Peugeot
Porsche
Renault
Seat
Skoda

•
•
•
•
•
•

SCAN ME TO FIND YOUR
NEAREST STOCKIST

The Rapid Group are exclusive distributors of JURID Parts.
Scan the QR Code to ﬁnd your nearest stockist and buy your parts today!

GERMAN OE BRAKING EXPERTISE

Subaru
Suzuki
Toyota
Vauxhall
VW
Volvo

TRAINING
TOOLS
TECHNOLOGY

8-9 June 2022 NEC Birmingham

The National Event
for Garages and Bodyshops
• 100 exhibitors & training partners
• 60+ LIVE training sessions:
Service Repair, Collision Repair
& Hybrid/EV

• Business advice
• Exclusive show offers

Leading Suppliers Confirmed

BOOK YOUR FREE TICKET

www.ukgaragebodyshopevent.com

ROTATING ELECTRICS: COMMON ISSUES
Starters and alternators have never been so important, to ensure
the multiple engine starts required on start/stop equipped
vehicles) technology and to sufficiently charge the battery and
support the power hungry electrical systems. The diagnoses
of faults and using quality replacement units is therefore a
necessity for the modern independent workshop. Here, Hella
outlines some common problems and issues to look out for.
Starters
There are several common symptoms that may indicate a fault
in the starter, such as no response when actuating the ignition
switch: the starter ‘clicks’ but does not engage or it audibly turns
without the motor engaging with the flywheel.
A starter malfunction can have different causes, including a
faulty electrical connection, the solenoid switch (engaging relay)
is stiff or defective, the electric motor is broken or the singlepinion gear, starter pinion or freewheel have been damaged.
Battery voltage may also be a factor to consider and/or loose
(high resistant) connections.
Dependent on the problem, technicians should look at the
starter and decide if it needs to be replaced. It must also be
noted that some vehicles have inherent faults such as ignition
switch failure, which again can cause problems with the starter.
Alternators
Symptoms for a faulty alternator can include the charging
indicator warning light coming on, starting difficulties due to an
insufficiently charged battery, the battery becomes too hot due
to charge overload, the headlights get brighter or dimmer in
relation to the engine speed or the bulbs burn out more quickly
than normal.
Alternator malfunction is not always due to an internal fault,
such as a faulty winding, rotor, rectifier, or control unit. So, before
replacing the alternator, additional components should be
considered as a cause and checked.

The cause may be because of a poor performing battery,
corrosion or loose electrical connections causing high resistance
to the alternator, loose/faulty auxiliary belt or the belt tensioner
being too loose or over-tight.
If, after the checks have been made, the unit does need
replacing, it’s always best practice to fit an OE quality
component. The HELLA core-free programme now encompasses
1,240 references and simplifies life for both workshops, and the
wholesalers supplying them, as it dispenses with the need for
either party to return the faulty unit and comes without the
complication of a surcharge. As a result, neither has to deal with
a complicated payment process. Recent additions to the range
include starters for applications such as the Audi Q5 and SQ5
TFSI, BMW 2 Series Coupe, Mercedes S-Class and MINI Cooper D,
alongside alternators for the Honda Jazz III and KIA RIO III.

 hella.sales@hella.com

Win!
Please mention you saw it in
Autotechnician!

TURN TO PAGE 70…
For a chance to win a Meyle transmission filling device
and adapter set, to simplify transmission oil changes,
worth £399!
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Making an enquiry?
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DRIVE COMPONENTS BOOST
Dayco has introduced almost 40 new part numbers during the
first quarter of 2022. “Among the new parts we have recently
introduced,” explains National Sales Manager, Steve Carolan,
“are thermostats, both traditional flange and more modern
housing types, which together fit several popular vehicles from
BMW, Mercedes, Renault and Volvo, as well as numerous VAG
applications. VAG also features among the water pump additions
that are an increasingly recognised product in our growing
range of thermal management parts.
“Reverting to power transmission products, a notable addition among our new FEAD (front end auxiliary drive) kits is KPV1145,
which features a unique Stop/Start tensioner and is the OE fitment on various PSA vehicles including the DS5, 3008 and 508.
Although the tensioner is also available separately, we naturally recommend workshops purchase the full FEAD kit, as this allows
them to complete a full system overhaul, with the added security that provides the vehicle’s owner.
“Finally, the damper pulley range has also increased with BMW, Mercedes, MINI, PSA, VAG and Vauxhall applications all in the mix.
Dayco will be introducing steering & suspension kits later this year and will be on hand to discuss its entire range at next month’s UK
Garage & Bodyshop Event in Birmingham on the 8th & 9th June.
Hall 20, Stand C30
www.daycoaftermarket.com

SMALL PART PLAYS BIG ROLE IN CUSTOMER SAVINGS
A problem arising on some Audi models can now be resolved with a product offered by febi under the febiPLUS
product range. Made from nylon and reinforced with carbon fibres, a Headlight Washer Nozzle, febi part number
175711, is the first component that has been produced using 3D printing technology for use on Audi A3 (8P), S3 (8P),
A6 (4F), and S6 (4F).
During the colder months, it is common that water residue will freeze, forcing the headlight washer nozzle out of the
holder. This is not available separately from Audi, so the 3D printed component represents a cost-saving to the vehicle
owner as they do not have to purchase the complete washer nozzle assembly to just replace the faulty component.
www.febi.com/en/car/febiplus

HIGHLIGHTING BATTERY SUPPORT &
INSPECTION LAMPS

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

Ring Automotive will be sharing details of its range of tools and
equipment next month with visitors of the UK Garage & Bodyshop
Event 2022 at Birmingham NEC.
Its team of specialists will also be on hand providing
demonstrations and advice on various kit, including its battery
and tyre care products, inspection lamps, bulb stands and trolley
chargers.
A key product within its battery care programme is the company’s
new SmartCharge Pro range of 30A, 50A, 60A and 100A battery
chargers suitable for intensive use across mixed vehicle fleets. With
12/24V-output, and battery support functions, this range allows
technicians to charge batteries quickly and run diagnostic work
without draining the battery.
Visitors will also be able to get a first look at the newly launched
RIL6000 series, a professional range of inspection lamps within
Ring’s multi award-winning MAGflex range.
Hall 20, Stand E32
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STEERING &
SUSPENSION
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> Manufactured for absolute performance and guaranteed safety.
> Impressive all makes range covering the vehicles that matter most to your business.
> 3-Year (36,000 mile) warranty.

EXPLORE COMLINE STEERING & SUSPENSION IN

IT’S BETTER TO GO
ALL INCLUSIVE

A LuK RepSet DMF contains every part you need to carry out a
professional repair in just one box, all in genuine OE quality.
All components are precision matched to work together for a fast
and efficient installation, so you can save time, effort and money
by getting it right first time - every time.
It also includes a bonus points coupon that you can exchange
for technical know-how, or even workshop tools, clothing and POS
materials on REPXPERT, Schaeffler’s knowledge portal for workshop
technicians available via website or app.
Don’t risk your reputation by using mis-matched clutch parts for a complete and professional repair backed up by our
market leading warranty and technical support system - fit LuK.
www.repxpert.co.uk | aftermarket.schaeffler.co.uk |

OESAA

No room for polish: the three-day
event was designed for people who
like to get their hands dirty

CLASSIC CAR &
RESTORATION SHOW
18-22nd March 2022 @NEC, Birmingham

The popularity of the Barn Find display proved
that abandoned old cars, covered in straw, remain
in vogue. The Barn Find/Unrestored Car award was
presented to Daniel Moore’s 1935 Rolls-Royce 20/25
Enclosed Limousine.

Not so long ago, many people would have considered
attending an indoor car event as slightly less dangerous than
being locked in a tiger's cage. It is somewhat remarkable,
therefore, that attendance of the Practical Classics Classic Car
& Restoration Show, with Discovery+ (AKA, 'Restoration Show')
did not drop more than 12%, compared with its last prepandemic outing in 2019.

MOTUL is the official lubricant supplier to Paddock Speedshop, a
forthcoming television series to entice younger enthusiasts to the
world of classic motoring mechanics. Pictured are Lucy Busby and
Ethan Blake-Jones, who front the show as its leading restorers.

EVENT REPORT

The Practical Classics Classic Car &
Restoration Show, with Discovery+ united
enthusiasts, technicians and celebrities
with their love of old motorcars, reports
Rob Marshall
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While some visitors thought it should have been bigger,
the show spanned three halls at Birmingham's NEC, in
which skills, techniques, memories and ambitions were
shared. A huge variety of cars were present, from chod to
charmers. Clubs also flexed their tools, many of whom put
on imaginative displays and demonstrations. Sadly, a few
groups simply could not be bothered, parking their shiny
examples up and not even attempting to do anything
practical. One hopes that the show organisers strike them
from their invitation lists next time.

The Austin Maxi Owners Club provided useful hints of where to
look for problems, should Maxis be your thing

Even so, the event did not fulfil the stereotype of being full
of elderly men, mumbling into their beards about Austin
A35 dwell angles, or bored girlfriends/wives, trying to stifle
their yawns and feign interest, while being dragged around
the show by their partners. The UK's classic car industry is
worth over £18 billion and is becoming more confident at
promoting itself as a viable career path. The presence of
younger owners, apprentices and restorers at the show was
especially noticeable this year.

The eclectic variety of traders ranged from hand tools and
autojumble, all the way to workshop equipment
Many of the 152 car clubs put their member volunteers to
work. The Morris Minor Owners Club won Best Live Working on
Vehicles display, while the Jowett Car Club netted the Best Live
Demonstration
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Rather than spending the event photographing, I also
put on a display, working with very limited tools. While
attempting to resurrect a Triumph Dolomite after a decade
in storage, I was approached by several young female
enthusiasts, who were looking for advice on resurrecting
their stored classics. While YouTube's 'Brown Car Guy'
(www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tyo23UK839k) did not
stop for a natter, at least he uploaded a small reminiscence
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Visitors could attend seminars on
specific restoration techniques

The Heritage Skills Academy recruits and trains apprentices,
a selection of whom put on a variety of displays, from panel
shaping with an English Wheel, to trimming

“Perhaps epitomising the
comradery of the entire event
was when Daniel Moore, a
renowned early post-war
Rolls-Royce and Bentley
specialist, offered his clean
hands to help lever out my
partially-seized Girling Type
14 calliper piston callipers"

video. Perhaps epitomising the comradery of the entire
event was when Daniel Moore, a renowned early postwar Rolls-Royce and Bentley specialist, offered his clean
hands to help lever out my partially-seized Girling Type
14 calliper piston callipers. Apparently, beating them
out of the casting on the NEC's floor with a hammer and
screwdriver is hardly best practice! Daniel, incidentally, is
well used to technical training, as he hosts two-day long
technical seminars at his premises in Peterborough.
A smattering of stardust also helped to draw in the
crowds. Richard Hammond, Mike Brewer and Marc ‘Elvis’
Priestley, Ant Anstead, and Fuzz Townshend engaged in
amusing interviews and were put to work as judges. After
much deliberation, they settled on a 1967 Jaguar S-Type
barn find for their Celebrity Choice Award. Practical
Classics magazine's staff also worked valiantly throughout
the weekend on the main stage, on their Reliant Rebel.

Classic Car Auctions (CCA) achieved a 78% sale rate and raised
over £9,000 for The Disasters Emergency Committee Ukraine
Humanitarian Appeal

Even if you are tired of working on cars during the
week, we still think that it is worth sucking up the NEC's
extortionate car park charges (although the train
remains a viable option) and pencil Friday 24th to
Sunday 26 March in your 2023 diary. With more classic
cars entering professional workshops, it is easy to not
just forget old repair techniques but also not be aware
of new ones.
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Win a MEYLE Transmission Filling Device,
worth £399!

Win!
MEYLE is giving autotechnician readers the chance to
win one of its new transmission oil filling devices with
an adapter set, to simplify transmission oil changes
The handy oil filling device and matching adaptor set can
be used to change the oil on all transmission types and
complements the MEYLE-ORIGINAL automatic transmission
service kits.

COMPETITION

MEYLE engineers strive to make daily workshop-life easier and
repairs less time-consuming. The new filling device offers the
benefit of a 12.5-litre oil holding tank, so all types of vehicles
are easily dealt with in one go without interrupting the filling
process.
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Another benefit of the MEYLE transmission oil filling device is
the integrated compressed air connection. Occasionally, the
liquid is pumped into gearboxes manually, whereas the filling
device can be connected to an air compressor nearby which
allows an even easier change of oil. A pressure reduction valve
and the pressure gauge on top of the device help to keep
the pressure during the oil change on the perfect level. This
compressed air connection not only means less physical work
but also a faster oil change. Since the filling device also offers a
conventional device handle, the oil change is also easily done
when no air compressor is available.

Simply email Nicola@autotechnician.co.uk with your
name, workshop name and address by Friday 27 May
for your chance to win this useful kit!

The adaptor set caters for all kinds of transmissions such as
automatic and manual gearboxes, differential, transfer case or
steering systems. When combined with the MEYLE-ORIGINAL
automatic transmission service kits, it enables mechanics
to conduct oil changes in no time at all. MEYLEs’ automatic
transmission service kits cover more than 10,000 vehicle
applications of all common transmission manufacturers and
contain all components required for oil changes such as
filters, seals, screws, drain or inlet screws, magnets and the
appropriate volume of ATF.
Find instructions on how to use the MEYLE transmission
oil filling device on Meyle’s YouTube channel MEYLE TV
(www.youtube.com/watch?v=TPXxjybiAZE) and you can
find a manual for the use of matching MEYLE-ORIGINAL
automatic transmission service kits at www.meyle.com/
en/passenger-cars/drive-components/oil-change-kits.

facebook.com/ngksparkplugsuk
NGK UK YouTube
instagram.com/ngkntk_uk
NGK Spark Plugs (UK) Ltd

ngkntk.com/uk

AVOID HARD NOx

VALVES
FROM THE WORLD’S NO.1

Eﬀective control of NOx emissions is more
important than ever - all the more reason
to trust the world's No.1

LAMBDA : NOx : EGR : EGT : MAF/MAP : CAMSHAFT & CRANKSHAFT

S E N S O R S & VA LV E S

Bosch cabin filters
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Protection for allergy sufferers inside the car:
the new Bosch Cabin FILTER+

Watery eyes, itching sneezing attacks -allergic reactions are
particularly annoying when driving a car. In these cases, the
new FILTER+ can provide relief! That is because it separates
allergens, bacteria and fine dust particles efficiently preventing
them from entering the car.
Switch from standard or activated-carbon filters
to FILTER+ now.

www.boschaftermarket.co.uk

